43-2. This child/sex trafficking by
Schwab and his criminal gang of
Judges conspire to rob people of
their houses, bank accounts and
business properties, and take out
life policies on people, then kill

them and collect the insurance
money--besides engaging in massive
racketeering on contracts.

WHY THEY FRAMED ROBERT ”AGAIN”
v
At the time Scnwab had Claire killed so they could frame Robert, ”again,“ and so Schwab

could steal Robert‘s houses, bank accounts and business properties, etc., and so Schwab
could stop Robert from further exposing their oroaniVed crime anﬂ ruiketeerino:

A.

Robert had filed lawsuit NVC 2885 against their repeated murder attempts, but because
C2;

(17

the Los Anoeles Court system was now completely rigged, this lawsuit V“C mlac CL‘
Schwab's court. This was clear crimina "conflict of interest,“ SChhmJ v
And Schwah has C»
involved in the r= :ated murder attempts againsc Robert.
in the organized crime and racketer ing that Robert “blew the whistle” on.
J

The

ant Attorney General, Schwab, a Juﬂtt

'

Governor, Deukmajian, mile his Ft

iheir racketeering on contracts, anﬂ so Schvab as Juggeg could direct tie
Angcles Judge to engage in their new racketeering scam of mass imprisonment for profit.

at the time Schwab and his racceteerinq group killed Claire [see Claire's last

n, was Giving evidence to the SEC on the mp“i\e racl"
u 1m}7

w
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Robert,

‘T
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;7xpayor§,

Robert was wr”tinq a boot on what was proved in his lawsu ts LAeCEel6S,
att‘
wmnmumwnl
mmﬂwv
,inUJ (>f’t'i,<,.‘j_:‘xlr~t

to Keen
r

(..:s"1_gne from

ft had many hundreds of tape recordings“ ethosing this organizcw crime and tneir
destrov theA. e : manv hundreﬁE
to find
wanted
and schemes“
murder t hreats
.,__ and __.____,.
_
‘
. ,3 And Schwah
.
7V
the COULE documents ox JoSimg
destroy
a,so
and
racketeering,
their
tape recoraings exposing
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Whistle-blowers key in
health care fraud ﬁght
on ‘2
included an additional $300 million to take

lnformers helped recover

1
health care fraud.
j
Despite the successes, the law could be used

$2.3 billion in 2011

direceven more aggressively, said Steven Kohn
r. The E
tor of the National Whistleblowers Cente
i
non— artisan center educates the public about

By Kelly Kennedy
USA TODAY

the aw, as W?“ as working to protect whistle—

owers. “About 3,5[Maud cases have not been

investigated," he said, citing justice Department
ﬁgures. “Why don't they get the resources? For
.
every case they prosecute, they bring in more
\
money."
mov—
is
t
nmen
gover
the
said
and
West agreed
ing that direction. In 2011, the federal govern-

WASHINGTON — About 36% of the almost
$16 billion recovered by the justice Department
in health care whistle-blower fraud cases has
come since 2009, records show, which reﬂects an
increased focus on ﬁghting fraud.
A bipartisan coalition backed strengthening
'
the False Claims Act in

~===—

ment prosecute 41
whist e- ower cases,

2009, and the Dhama

compared with 231 in
2008.
Three years ago, the l

administration pushed
for more money and
tougher fraud—ﬁghting
provisions in the 2010
health care law, said

government recovered =

$5 for every dollar

Tony West, an assistant

attorney general in the
justice Department‘s
civil division.
The health care law
“allows us to use it
more effectively," West
ByMark Wilson, Getty] i
said of the False Claims
—
Whistle-Blower Sebelim: 2013 HHS budget includes an addition
Act.
_‘

cas_§3_s_ are one of the al $300 million to ﬁght health care fraud.
“primary tools" they

jﬁealth care whistle-blowers
"$2.o-"‘~‘"~g $2.3

a out three

ment as non-whistle—

their

efforts

'

are more
available.

resources .
1

“The more resources i

we have, the more we -.
‘
can take on," he said.
Most whistie-blow—

5

times as much money I
b"a'c'k—'to te govern-

makes

and means that there

very, very aggressively."
In the past 20 years,
whistle—blms
avera e

vices, have begun combining resources. That

ter targeted, West said.

been using this tool

have increased so they

to $7 for each $1. Gov—
ernment agencies, including the de artments of justice and
' eat an Human Ser—

more efﬁcient and bet—

-

use to fight fraud, he
said. “We've made
health care fraud such ‘
a high priority; we’ve

spent ﬁghting fraud.
Recently, it increased

eitry torepdrt haud 1
to com any managers i
ﬁrst an go tot e ov—

o

‘00

emment when

'll

A ﬁsml year runs from Oc!.1 through Sept. 30

Source: Civil Divtsion, U.S. Department oijusrice

By juiie Snider, USA TO DAY

the

grow Thistrated when
an

continues

West said. “We ﬁnd

'

'
b ower cases.
ation is usuall ve credible," 1
In 2011. the federal government broke all that their inform
reject more cases than we “
“we
but
said,
he
records, bringing in nearly $2.3 billion in whistle. We're pretty choosy.”
blower sett emen an ju gments. Since 1987, accept
Department action can have long-term
justice
about
viTsde-blower qui tam cases have earned
a company, including bank1 ion; non-whist e- tower cases have col- consequences for
That means justice will try
said.
West
,
ruptcy
lected about $5 billion.
ts and tend to focus on
lawsui
d
beyon
Under the False Claims Act, the government other steps
st'im act, he said.
cIreate
the
have
that
cases
large
frauduamount
can recover up to three times the
that attract our
cases
Big
the
just
lently taken by a company, according to justice ‘ 'it's not
whether public
at
look
‘We
said.
West
on,“
attenti
Large
Miller.
Department spokesman Charl
risk."
at
is
health care frau'd cases oﬁen involve pharmaceu— health
in a 2010 case, justice targeted a group of
tical companies either falsely advertising a prods and recovered about $25 million.
dentist
been
uct or marketing it for a use that hasn't
"They were engaging in practices that were
approved by the FDA
tely barbaric," West said. One child reabsolu
~
Kati
y
Secretar
Health and Human Services
16 unnecessary root canals in one sitting. .
ceived
leen Sebeiius said last week that her budget
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IRS pays UBS whistle-blower $104 million
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The IRS has
awarded a former Swiss banker

“$104 million for providing in-

formation about overseas tax
cheats — the largest amount
ever awarded by the US. tax
agency, lawyers for the whistleblower announced Tuesday.
Bradle Birkenfeld is credited
with exposing widespread tax
evasion at Swiss bank UBS.
Birkenfeld sew

Wfor a fraud con-

piracy conviction related to the
case, which resulted in a $780
million ﬁne against the bank and
an unprecedented agreement
that required UBS to turn over to
the IRS thousands of names of
suspected American tax dodgers.
“The IRS today sent 104 mil—
lion messagesto whistle-blow-

g; around the world — that

there is now a safe and secure

way to report tax fraud and that
the lRS is now paying awards,"

The law targets high-income
tax dodgers, guaranteeinU re—

e”ﬂ
riﬂ
W
in ques—

lowerilt the company
tion owes at least $2 million in
unpaid taxes, interest and penstatement.
The lRS, which doesn’t usually alties.
Some lawmakers, howconﬁrm individual award
payments, said Birkenfeld Taxes ever, have said the IRS has
been slow to pay out
signed a disclosure waiver,
'
allowing the agency to conﬁrm awards. “The otentia
program is'tremendous and it’s
his award.
. Birkenfeld has become some— iip tot e ‘ to continue paying
thinv of a cause Celebre among rewards and Wm
whistle—blowers because of the whistle-blowers that the roc—
magnitude of his case and the W that they will
’fact that hgmsﬁﬂgd after co— 55W protected " said
en. C uck Grassley. R—lowa,
operating with authorities.
Federal prosecutors had said who helped write the law.
“An award of $104 million is
Birkenfeld withheld information about his own dealings obvious y a great deal of mon—
with a former UBS client who gg’ he said, “but billions of dol—
pleaded guilty in 2007 to tax lars in taxes owed will be collected that otherwise would not
charges.

Birkenfeld's lawyers Stephen
[@r} and Dean Zerbe. said in a

In 2006 Concress strenoth—
ened whistle-Blower rewards;

have been paid, as a result of the
whistle—blower in ormation."
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Save the Whistle—blowers ‘
V

Jesselyn Radack
HE CASE or ThomasA.

Drake, a former Naion Security Agency official indicted this

month on charges of

providing classified rim
to a reporter, is painfully familiar.
In 2002, I became the target of a
léak investi ation stemming

I exposed federal
government
misbehavior and
was targeted for it.

gram that would collect commu-

nications
while
protecting
Americans’ privacy —— disclo-

nearly seven years, despite the
hypocrisy of the Justice Depai—tmerit in decliningto prosecute —
much less refer to licensing bars
— the lawyers who wrote the tor-

ture memos relatedms

Justice Department lawyer who
revealed the NSA's secret surveil—

after 9/11
In contrast, when 1. Lewis
“Scooter” Libby, Vice President
Dick Cheney’s chief of staff, up;
masked covert CIA operative Val-

lance of Americans. Such disclo-

erie Plame, he was not t

sures are cleagly in the public in—

disclose evid'é'hce ofvs—rr'orgdoing;

sures eerily similar to those made
by Thomas M. Tamm, the former

rorism prosecution.
As a Justice De artment eth-

They told my new employer, a pri—
vate law firm, that Iwas a criminal and would steal client files.
They leaned on the firm to fire

terest. They evidence a violation

ics attarne , I Had inadvertently

me. The ﬁrm put me on unpaid,

of law, a gross waste of funds and

learned of a court order for all
copies of Justice’s intemal correspondence about the interrog -

“in—definite administrative leave

at risk national secunﬁ andpeg-

a patent abuse of authority — the

ple’s lives to undermine a critic.

instead. When I was awarded

£931 of the so-called American

very deﬁnition of a protected disclosure under the w st e»b ower

the government assisted the firm
in contesting them.

He was tryingto punish former
Ambassador Josep Wilson by

law.

ou 1ng

from America’s ﬁtst post-9/Il ter-

Taliban, John Walker Lindh. Al~
though I had written more than a

dozen emails on the subject, the

meager unemployment benefits,

"Unfortunately,

the

terms

As someone who has been the

“leaking" and “whistle-blowing”

target ofa ruthless leak investiga—

w1fe. Libby wasleak-

are often used synonymously to
describe the public disclosure of

over only two, neither ofwhich re—

blower Protection Act of 1989

information that is otherwise s___e—

'

flected my conclusion that the
FBI committed an ethics viola-

Says, that governmerﬁ employees
should be ' rotected, not retaliat-

whistle-b owers is the

tion in its mterro atﬁn and that

ed agains , w en hey disclose

Lindh’s confession might have to

con uc
evidencing illegality,
fraud, waste or abuse.
The worst scandals of the past
decade, including government

EL‘ZE- Both acts have the effect of
damaging the subject of the revelation. The difference turns on
the substance of the information
disclosed. The whistleblower law

copy file, which had been a thick

e—mails and fax cover sheets.
I resurrected the missing
e-mails from my computer archives, gave them to my boss and

resigned. I also took home a copy
of them in case they “disap—
peared” again. As a crimina case

proceeded against Lindh — and
the Justice Department, by all
appearances, still had not turned
over the e-mails — I decided to
give them to the me la.
e us me ep
ment then

unleashed an investigation that
had nothing to do with ascertaining why someone would divulge
government documents, and
everything to do with plugging

the leak. Anonymous senior Justice ofﬁcials smeared me in the
media as a “traItor,” “ mega?
and‘ “terrorist sympathizer.”

torture and wan-antim—

ping, came to lg
whistle-blowers,

because 0

The common denominator of
same:

They disclose information of si n1 ican pu IiC‘ll’n ortance
a
reveals Mega, unconstltutional
or dangerous conduct often at

protects the dim

the hi Fest levels of government.

matron that a government employee reasonably believes ﬂi—

lowed to hide illegal conduct

dences fraud, waste, abuse or a

under ottic1al-soun mg labels

Them

danger mime health or safety.

er the

Hut far too often, whistle—blowers
are retaliated against, with CE—

such as “classifie ,” “privileged”
or “state secrets,” which confer
an aura of legitimacy on allege

nal prosecution being (me of the

crimes,

sha est weapons in the govern—
ment’s arsenal.
For example, Daniel Ellsberg,
the patriarch of w s e- owers
in mo ern 1mes, disclosed the
Pentagon Papers, a secret gov-

should not be prosecuted. The

crime, the more likely that the,g1;
idence of it was classiﬁed, privi~
leged or subject to one of the
more than 150 hybrid secrecy cat-

egories that ballooned during the
George W. Bush years. Although
a judge later deemed my e-mails

nonclassiﬁed, their unclassiﬁed
status didn’t prevent the Justice
Department from criminally in—

vestigating me, referring me to
the state bars in which I’m licensed as a lawyer and putting
me on the “no—fly” list.
I submit that Drake, the for—

mer NSA ofﬁcial, did not leak. He

made valid disclosures reveali‘rE
the fad Iir‘igs of several major NSA
progi ams

cuted and conm'gte .

la—

derisively

beled “leaEers.” The bi

to

% nits-t whistle-blowmg. His disc osure ha no intrinsic public
value, and he was rightly prose!

tion, I believe, and the Whistle-

stack of paper. It had been reduced to three rather innocuous

'

in fact, quite the opposite. He put

Justice Department had turned

be sealed. I checked the hard—

'

collect and sort electronic intelligence. These mistakes cost billions of dollars. He also described
how the agency rejected a pro»

at use compu ers to

ernment study ,of the Vietnam
War, to the New York Times. The
publication of the papers helped

to end the Vietnam War. But Ells—
berg was still prosecuted. Tamm
revealed an indisputably illegal

secret surveillance progeny, but
he has been under criminal investigation since Dec. 30, 2005. I am
still under investigation by the
Washington, DC, bar after

and

whistle—blowers

billions monars wasted on mod-

ernizing the NSﬁ'v—a's't eaves—

dropping systé‘rrmneeds to
be investigated, not Drake.
Speaking truth to power is

hard enough. Government employees shouldLot‘have to choose
their conscience over their career,
or their very freedom.
JESSELYN RADACK is the
homeland security and human

rights director of the
Government Accountability
‘Projec , a nonproﬁt group based
in Washin on.

Those in power who are violating the Constitutional Rights, of powerless, ordinary people

always retaliate aoainst those who "blow the whistle" on the corruption.

Government
I‘Whistle blower’ is protected

under False Claims Act from

retaliatory acts of employer.
9th U.Si Circuit Court of Appeals

Michael Moore worked for California
Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion
laboratory as an engineer. Moore and
Don McVittie recommended replacing
gears on an antenna JPL was building for
NASA. In order to get a potential incentive
award of up to $12 million, Moore’s supervisors sent a memo to the antenna’s
lienholder stating “there is NO problem
with the structural integrity of the gears.”
Moore consulted with JPL’s in«house
attorney, who advised him to report his

concern to NASA's inspector general.

After doing so, Moore was asked to consider a transfer, reduced funding and a
demotion. He ﬁled a suit against JPL citing violations of the W JPL

was awarded summary judgment.
Reversed and remanded. The act,
which prevents contIactors from defraudmg the government, also rotects “whistle blowers” from retaliation 5y wing it
ilie a or an em 0 er to dischar e
harass
or in an manner discriminate
‘ﬁq‘
against an cmﬁﬁée. 31 USC. Ste—Chen

37 0 ). An employee must show Elie
emp o r kn w of the whistle- win
activity and consequently discriminates
against him. Here, there exists genuine
issues of material fact that Moore
engaged in protective activi . Moore re-

mmmPL'éTghouse attorney and ethics department. The sugges-

tions to transfer, demote and mm

could be reasonab in
reted as actions
thatwo d e
e rane
yeefrom
engaging in pro
activity under the
act.

Moore 12. California Institute of Tech-

nology Jet Hopulszbn Laboratory, .S.CA.
9th,
No._~
00-55958, Jan. 4, 2002, y
-—~
E.—

W
The full text of this case appears in the
Daily Appellate Report 012W _
—]uliet Admana
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FRAUD

Chamber of Commerce makes
push to ease whistle-blower law
By Paul M. Barrett

Corporations don’t like
the False Claims Act.
Defense contractors,
drugniakers and health
care providers are
among those who say
Whistle—blowers abuse
the Civil VVar-era federal
law meant to deter fraud
against the government.
One Republican senator from the heartland,
however, stoutly defends
the statute as a shield
against corporate ripoffs. A recent House
hearing aired the debate
in a helpful way.
The act allows people
to sue com anies doi

5W.

’émment 3W
rau .

the suit suc-

ceeds, the individual may
keep a portion of the
recovegy. In a minority of
cases, the Justice De artment intervenes on

'w ist e-blgyygz’s side,
making it more likely the
suit will prevail in court
or settle with a substantial pavment bv the

defendantmrmcangL
Since 1987, when the

law was strengthened,

the government has re-

.

covéW
£42
ion in claims. Un-

surprisingly, plaintiffs’
attorne s are et '
more aggressive in
Searching out potential
c lents.

The trend troubles

businesses. Through
their lobbyists and law-

yers at the US. Chafnﬁr
OTC—ommerce, corporations are pushincr C01 ess to rein i
eF
Claims ct. At a hearing
of the House Subcommittee on the Constitution and Civil Justice last
week, David Ogden, a

former Justice Department ofﬁcial in the Clin<
ton and Obama administrations who now defends companies against
the lawsuits, testiﬁed
that the statute encourages frivolous claims
without deten‘ing misconduct.
Speaking on behalf of
the Chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, Ogden

urged amendments that
would require whistleblowers to complain via
internal corporate compliance procedures before filing suit. Ogden,
now a partner at the
corporate law ﬁrm WilmerHale, also urged that
Congress reduce potential penalties for companies that implement
strict in-house compliance programs.
The Chamber noted in
an accompanying White
paper that them
ment Accountabilitxn
Office, an investi ative
arm of Congress estiin_ates that the U.S. Treas"ury oses $72 billion a

year
0 rau and abuse.
...———————.=—-————-———-—

“The FCA’s emphasis on
punishing fraud through
after-thc-fact litigation is
not effective in prevent-

ing fraud before it starts,
nor does it incentivize
robust anti-fraud compli;
ance programs,” the
Chamber said.
Balderdash, countered
Sen. Charles Grassle
he Iowa Republican has
long championed the law
as a weapon to combat
fraud against taxpayers.
GrassleyJ the ranking

Republican on the Senate
Wiciary Committee,
said in written testimony
before the House panel
that, given obvious selfinterest, corporate whining about the law didn’t
deserve respect ~ and
didn’t even make sense.
“I’m always wary
when I hear the biggest

violators of a law lg?
people to talk about

Claims Act has failed by
not recovering enough
money," Grassley continued. The Chamber
“makes multiple proposals to limit government
recoveries across the
board. These limitations
would apply regardless
of whether the corporation involved participated in any compliancecertification program.
That just makes no
sense.”

Normallv, congressional Republicans trv to
'cast doubt on plaintiffs
'suinEr biCr c0 orati
.
Not Grasslev. “No matter

\LmlmW defer

waste and fraud ” he
testified, “whistle-blowers are the ev to t e

governmen indin out
aBoui it when it ha ens.
We have to do all we can .
t'o‘jﬁrotect t em rom
{Else who resist the role

Mthening’ it,”
Grassley said. “The fact

t ey p ay.”

is that no other lawrin

Paul M. Barrett is [1
Bloomberg Businessweek
writer: E-mail:
pbarrem 7@b100mbcrg. net

eXIStence has been mor
t ant e Fa se Clai
Kct has in the past as

1

fears.” If the act's recoveries haven’t stopped
fraud, that’s not the fault
of the law, Grassley add-

ed; it’s the fault of dishonest companies and
reckless government
spending.
The Chamber’s proposals “contradict the
assertion that the False

J, Scott Applewnite / Associated Press 20'

Sen. Charles Grassley;1 -Iowa, defends the False
Claims Act as being effective in battling fraud.
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SUPREME COURT

Whistle-blower law protects outside

= consultants, too

TRIBUNE COt

XVASHINGTON —
The Supreme Court on
Tuesday ex anded rotections for whistle5iowers covered by an
anti raud law assed
following the collapse of
energy giant Enron,
rulincr outside accoun’
tants, auditors and law—
yers cannot he ﬁred or
unis e or exposmcr
rau
The 6-3 decision will

have an effect in the
mutual fund and financial services indtlsme—s—
the court said, because

they rely heavily on outside contractors and
advisers.

The case before the
court arose when two
employees of a firm that
did research for the Fi- ‘
delity family of mutual
funds revealed the funds

l

were overstating expens-

es. They alleged that in
some instances, Fidelity
was operating “veiled
index funds” while col-

lecting a fee as though

employees of ubli
firmsi not outside adVlsers an

accountants.

. she said, to think “3 Con— :

gress, prompted by the
Enron debacle, would

exclude from whistleblower protection countless professionals
equipped to bring fraud
on investors to a halt."
Chief Justice John

Roberts and Justices
Antonin Scalia, Clarence

Thomas, Stephen Breyer
and Elena Kagan agreed.
A dissent was ﬁled by

Justice Sonia Sotomavor,
i who said the law covered
only “em lo ’ees of pub7)

they were reprinianded

lic com anies, not outSide adv1se 's.Just1ces
Antbgnv Kennedy and
Samuel Alito agreed with

and ultimately dismissed

her

they were actively managed.
The two employees say

for having exposed this
Fraud. VVhenTiiey sued
their employer under the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, they
lost when an appeals
'court ruled the law’s
protection for whistleblowers covered only
'—-_.__.‘
r——-————-——

1

In their appeal to the
5 high court, they said this
would reimpose “the
very code of silence” that
allowed massive frauds
such as Enron to occur.
Justice Ruth Bader
-' Ginsburg, speaking for
the court, said Congress
meant to broadly protect
whistle-blowers who
could expose wrongdoing. It made no sense,

.

——P-—_'

i

l he whistle-blower
provisions in the law
rotect t ose who reveal
frauds from retaliatio

and they also allow them

ey t at is recovered if a
fraud is exposed...
6 case is Lawson ZJS.
, FMR, 12-3.
if
”
_,___'—-———-———
__'__

ALL JUDGES, ATTORNEY GENERALS AND INSPECTOR GENERALS CONSPIRE TO COVER—UP
CORRUPTION BY OFFICIALS RIPPING—OFF THE TAXPAYERS.

AND ALL JUDGES ARE CHOSEN TO RE 100% AGAINST THE INNOCENT ORDINARY,

CITIZENS,

POWERLESS

BLOCK ALL DEFENSE: AND SENTENCE THEM TO AS MUCH TIME AS POSSIBLE;

WHILE ALLOWING CORRUPT OFFICIALS,

COPS,

ETC./ TO MAKE ALL POSSIBLE DEFENSES.

Sanitiranrism (tibranide H
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THE VOICE or THE \VEST
Founded in 1865 by Charles and MH. de Young
A HEARSF NEWSPAPER

EDITORIAL On Disclosing Police Misconduct

Attorney general’s vvron
choice
alifornia Attornev General Xavier Becerra, who's sued the Trump
administration more than 40 times, likes to fashion himself as a

crusader for equal justice and ongortunitv for all.
So it’s a wonder t at es chosen to be on the wro f' ’r e of history on
n

u

an issue as important as p_ubl1c transparencv.
I

w

The First Amendment COHlltiOIL J countability, and good governance

a free speech organization based in qganizations organized tirelessly
San Rafael, is suing Becerra over
J to as SB1421.
'
his oﬁiﬁ’sfarlgl'g to {QIIJBbLLLﬁlL

under tar aw, misconrhuft rc~

5131491; California’s golice trans—
J cords related to sustainedgﬁndings
parency law.
J of sexual assault or dishonesty on
SB1421, by state Sen. Nancy
j the job, along with investigations
Skinner, lS-Berkeiey, is a landmark ‘ about an officer’s use of a ﬁrearm
new law concerning police

thisconduct records. These docw
_mcnts have been 121-0ta
gay
some of the strictest ‘Jrivacv laws
in the state.
But ecades of secrecy and a
lack ojﬂccountabilitv have taken
their E011 011 the ublic’s trust.

That‘s why free speech, police ac-

7
l

l

3
‘

‘ or other use ot' deadlv force, must

s be 0 ened to the ublic
3
T; e bill’s author has stated
1‘ unambigmiusiy that itsv‘intent was
1 to 01103} applicable records rom
the past as well as those in the
J future. There’s nothing in the bill’s
l text which limits its grovisions tn...

Q future records.

‘W

7

:

'

‘ ’

“T“‘__“'
State
"
‘gj—ﬁ’gﬁl’q

, to conduct that occurred before
Jan. 1, 2019, which is SB1421’s effective date. Given the ongoing proceedings, at this time, we are gas

‘ Xavier

pared to dlsclose onl records __e;
Becerra has
ginning Jan. 1, 2019. % hen it comes
5w
KW to disclosing a person’s private
information, you don't get a second
0“- re ezsmtg
chanceto get it right.”
In any other circumstance, the
state’s top law enforcement ofﬁcer
th
11 don’t
W' 031d PFObd(bl 3’ sa 3I thatf you

323%.“

Yet law enforc

'
t organiza-

get 3 second chance to 0 0W
' t2:tgzsttop lace.
aw
lavyl‘hn

t' 8 hate the new law They’ve
'
‘ With
I
‘ court
ion c“‘5 a1 lenging it' in
been

,

the argument that it shouldn’t be

a
'

c
t. BX denvomia
' ' 8 law'
recor
these
to
public access _ g
ing
_ ds, _
___,______

ount m
r
'
.
or
51.1
’s
L
C
can
Apparently, they

e comment,
% issue Whether $51421

requires

1‘ the disclosure of records relating

‘3 S

ofﬁcer sets the

licable retroactive 7._

I Becen‘a sent this statement: “Sev"7:7
W'
the
recenth raised
cases have “"7”"
eral

e

3.993”? {3 encouiaging gjlleltigff
_
C195 t0 disregard ““1301 vlga
‘ ‘ , access and puonc trans
‘ public
J. to
l Pme‘ilC‘T-q
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FAKE ﬂit?

NATASHA WAS ISOLATED FROM ALL HER FAMILY AND
SUBJECTED TO DRUGS AND CONSTANT

BRAINWASHING.

AND REPEATED THE FALSE STORY THAT FOOTHILL COP

FISK MADE-UP WHICH CONTRADICTED ALL THE EVIDENCE

Natasha told Officer Warschaw that they left her house at 10:30 PM.
and met

some guys.

the same thing.
made—up

Natasha also told Hospital

staff and a

Investigator

Fisk ignored Natasha's spontaneous statements; and usedlﬁs

"Face Mask/Hand Cuff

storyHblaming R.

and murder by Fisk's office although RT

Feernock for the car crash

Peernock was not at

the scene at

any time.

Fisk immediately without

even seeing Natasha

be isolated from all her family,

issued orders that

she

and subjected to drugs and continuous

brainwashing and coaching to repeat his false story. (Ala3usaihygxmisi)
The story that Fisk made—up is contradicted by every piece of

physical evidence. They operated on Natasha's head to make her wccnt‘ble bbrajmsl'iirg.
l.

Fisk claimed that Natasha was forced—fed 1/2 to a full glass
of alcohol every 20 minutes for 5 hours. Natasha blood alcohol

level was only

lg§_§,

which was equivalent to_gnly one_drink not

the 15 to 30 drinks that Fisk claimed:

2. Fisﬂsgggry was that Natasha was Hand Cuffed for lg_hours (because
handcuffing people is what Fisk always does),

and the handcuffs

were hurthuzand shut—off Natasha's circulation. But there was_ng__
marks on Natasha's wrists which disputes Fisk's story:

3. Fisk claimed Natasha's ankles were ti§g_with a bristly rope and she
was hog tied (Fisk hog ties people he arrests). But there were_n9_
marks on Natasha's ankles;

4. Fisk claimed Natasha consumed 15 to 30 drinks and was_§and guffed
(ﬁend gream was on a not§_written by R. Peernock_§ months earlier),
for over 10 hours and did not go to the bathroom for over 10 hours.

When Natasha,

though,arrived at the Hospital at 5 AM.

her bladder

was empty which disputes Fisk's story;

5.

Fisk claimed that Natasha was handcuffed for over 10 hours, but
Natasha was having her menstrual cycle and when she arrived at the

Hospital she was wearing a fresh tampon which disputes Fisk's claim

that she was handcuffed for 10 hours:

Fisk claimed in his story that a tiqht Face Mask was forced over

Natasha's head and eyes, and that this tiqht Face Mask was
repeatedly removed and placed back over her eyes so she could not
see,

but when the Hospital doctors examined Natasha she still had

her contact lenses in place which were not disturbed DV the

Face Mask beinq repeatedly placed over her eyes as Fisk claimed:
Fisk claimed Natasha was

spitting—up alcohol on the bed and on the

ruq, but extensive testinq proved there was_g9_alcohol on the_bgi
or on the £155

8.

Fisk claimed thatNatasha was driven from the Catala house in Sauqus
4gg_miles away to the scene of the murder by Fisk's office in

l§_to_gg minutes without any stopping. This was impossibe because
there were a total of_l§ stop siqns and red liqhts that the car
would have to do through averaqinq about

90 miles/hour:

Fisk claimed Natasha was driven to the scene in 15

without any stoppinq

gas tank,

though,

for any red liqht

to

20 minutes

The Cadillac

or stop siqn.

was completely full which destroys Fisk's false

story and proves Natasha and Claire stopped to Get oas at a Gas

station_by Fisk's office. Judqe Major bribed defense attorney
Foqelman to stop Investiqator Cota from showinq photos of Natasha

and Claire to qas station attendants by the Court House in clear
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE AND BRIBERY:

10.

witnesses

saw that Claire was not

injured,

and had no blood on her

after the car crash. Witnesses_§aw there was_ng fire, and_ng rope

under the Cadillac after the crash. Witnesses also §§w_felon Dozier

under the car tieinq the rope,

and saw_Dozier's Toyota cutting—off

the Cadillac. Fisk and his buddy cops took all sorts of retaliation
aqainst every witnesses that they became aware of:

ll.

Fisk had the Cadillac destroyed and every piece of exculpatory

evidence he became aware of,
denied all

discovery to R.

Every piece of physical

which Fisk based on R.

Face Mask which R.

and with the procecutors and Judqes

Peernock.

evidence contradicted Fisk's made-up story

Peernock‘s use of a CPAP Respirator with a

Peernock used because of severe central

Fisk brainwashed Natasha to repeat his made—up story,

sleep apnea.

but at

the

Adjudication trial Natasha's testimony was impeached on every issue,

a Finding was made,

and

and all the allegations were dismissed as untrue.

Although Fisk's story was exposed as being false,

R.

Peernock was kept

in jail and subjected to continuous harassment for_§_years in attempts to

destroy himimﬂ his will to live,
by denying R.

and the criminal trial was then rigged

Peernock his Sixth Amendment Right to question any witnesses

and by denying him his Right to call any witnesses in his defense,

and by

tampering and rigging the_lgry. And a new law was made blocking an accused
from investigating and exposing rigging of the juries by the prosecutors
and Judges in California.
The following cases Show that there is a large body of evidence which
exposes that detectives,

prosecutors,

and their therapists brainwash and
Natasha had

and also adults who are weak or susceptible.

program children,

severe injuries to her head,

and was isolated and subjected to intense

brainwashing to program her to repeat Fisk's false story.
Fisk and Doom had motive to retaliate and frame R.
suing them and Fisk's cop buddies

Peernock who was

for repeated murder attempts against

him for blowing the whistle on organized corruption on State contracts,

and had won lawsuits exposing their

R.

involvement

in racketeering.

And

Peernock was also giving evidence to the Security Exchange Commission

on the organized corruption on State contracts,

and was writing a book

based on the organized corruption by the police and State Officials on

State contracts

Fisk,

which was proved during cases

Jenkins,

and their close

friend and

LA—CE—l6S,

et

seq.

former co—worker,

also benefitting by stealing over 1.5 million dollars

from R.

Doom,

Peernock

by framing him for the murder by Fisk's office which they set—up.
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ALLEGED DENNIS NELSON DRIVING AWAY AS A PASSEN
GER IN A

WHITE TWO-DOOR SEDAN,

The "Dennis"
in Claire's 3

DATSUN,

last letter.
before they ‘1
(Fisk ad Schwab ‘c‘
.
Gas
”kiled
3'52!!!

5

APPARENTLY LIKE A TOYOTA OR A

BEING DRIVEN BY ONE BLACK MAN.
NOW,

HE NEVER STATED THAT~ MR.

PEERNOCK

IDENTIFIED JOHN DOZIER DRIVING AWAY FROM THE HOUSE.

’ONCE AGAIN,

THAT ONLY CAME AFTER MR.

PEERNOCK WAS

INCARCERATED FOR A SUBSTANTIAL PERIOD OF TIME,

MR.
"Claire's 1&9
ukﬂnkiarilo

LANGER ADVISED ME THAT HE HAD NO IDEA THAT ROBERT

WHEN MR.

(hubacately "hid“

PEERNOCK HAD CONTACTED HIM.

in a mm“
of the comp:
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TO THROW AT TH
E JURY OR PERH
____AP
__S__TO
AT__
TACH
_.__
__
TO SOME OF TH
ESE MARSDEN MO
TIONS THAT WE
HAVE IN HERE.
THERE IS ALSO
AN ALLEGATION
THAT I STOLE A
PHOTOGRAPH FROM
HIM OF A VEHICL
E OWNED BY ONE
JOHN
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MR.

I DIDN’T STEAL
THAT PHOTOGRAPH
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PEERNOCK GAVE
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TIMING CHARTS #3, ﬁg AND #3 SHOWING THE ESTABLISHED ELIEJQF EACH ,EVENT IN COURT TRANSCRTPS
(RT).
FELON/INFORMANT DOZIER ADMITTED THAT HE WAS AT THE SCENE FROM 2:00 AM.

THE CADILLAC HIT THE CURB AND THEN CRASHED INTO THE POLE AT 3:30 AM.

DOZIER'S CAR WAS DAMAGED WHEN IT CUT-OFF THE CADILLAC CAUSING IT TO CRASH.

AFTER THE CRASH CLAIRE HAD'N.0_ INJURIES AND THERE WAS N9 BLOOD ON HER, AND THERE WAS .119.
SABOTAGE TO THE CADILLAC.
CONTRACTOR DENNIS NELSON WAS AT THE SCENE THE MIKE TIME WITH FELON §_OZI_ER
WITNESS ADAMS SAW DENNIS NELSON AND E‘ELON DOZIER SABOTAGING THE CADILLAC AT
AT AROUND 4:12
AM.

PROSECUTOR RICHMAN TRIED SEVERAL TIMES TO HAVE WITNESS ADAMS l(_I_I_._I_.__E_D~ FOR NEAT HE
WITNESSED
AND THREATENED AND TRIED TO BRIBE WITNESS ADAMS.

BOTH WITNESSES CHARLES LANE AND ADAMS SAW THAT AFTER THE CRASH THAT CLAIRE
HAD _N_Q INJURIES
AND THERE \A'I'AS _N_Q_BLOOD.

AT 4:38 AM. MANY WITNESSES SAW THAT EELON/INFORMANT DOZIER WAS COVERED WITH
WET BLOOD,
AND CLAIRE WAS NOW COVERED WITH BLOOD, AND THE ENTIRE INSIDE OF THE CADILIAC
WAS COVERED
WITH MD, AND THERE WAS ALSO W SPLATTED AROUND IN THE CADILLAC.
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TIMING CHART :4

CO move the seat With
it
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at no time was Peti—
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tioner, R.Peernock,
ﬂ_

at the scene (RT
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into the crub, blowing
into the pole destroying
the car batt-ry and jamming the passenger
1
j
.
'sx s informant's car was
t cut—off the Cadillac.)

3:30 a.m.—---4-——Ca‘i

L'hen

étOO a.m.——_— ~e—Before 4:00 a.m. witnesses saw that Claire
LM had NO injuries and NO blood on her, and there

was NO sabotage, and NO rope tied to the bumper.

i

2 a.m_“—T:——Claire still NO injuries and NO rope tied to

l-

bumper.{Fisk's informant seen under the Cadillac)
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4:30 a.m.————1—
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4:38 a.m._-§c.,Claire, completely covered with blood and entire
A
inside of Cadillac including the headliner.
T7
v
<~
i

rope tied to the rear bumper. (Fisk's informant
was now covered with wet. [luid blood.)

a.m.—~ r-Firg Chief finds hot rag in the trunk and states
L\.
it was caused by Linv~shortmdtration fire V
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CORRUPT, DISHONEST SCHWAB AND HIS RACKETEERING
SCHWAB WITH HIS CORRUPT RACKETEERING BUDDY JUDGES "ILLEGALLYH STOLE WHISTLEBLOWER ROBERT
PEERNOCK'S HOUSES, BANK ACCOUNTS, AND BUSINESS PROPERTIES AND MADE SCHWAB'S LAW
CLERK QQQ£L_
THE ADMINISTRATOR OF EVERYTHING PEERNOCK OWNED-«DOOM WITH SCHWAB SET-UP THIS
MURDER
RACKETEERING SCHEME.
PEERNOCK'S EXPOSURES OF THE MASSIVE ORGANIZED CRIME ON STATE CONTRACTS INVOLVED
SCHWAB, 1
WHO AS ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL (AAG) RECEIVED KICK—BACKS ALONG WITH KEY LEGISLATO
RS,
JUDGES AND EACH GOVERNOR. THEIR BID RIGGING AND KICK—BACK SCHEMES COST THE
TAXPAYERS MANY

BILLIONS EACH YEAR.

DELIBERATE SHODDY WORK BY CONTRACTORS TO GET CHANGE ORDERS AND EXTRA
WORK CLAIMS RESULTED IN MANY LIVES AND MANY DISASTERS.

DISHONEST, CORRUPT SCHWAB ALSO, AS THE AAG1 ARGUED AT THE U.S. SUPREME
COURT THAT NO ONE
IN CALIFORNIA CAN REPRESENT THEMSELVES. SCHWAB‘S POSITION HAS ALWAYS
BEEN THAT WITH
BRIBED DEFENSE ATTORNEYS CONVICTIONS ARE GUARANTEED. THE U.S. SUPREME COURT "ORDERED
”

THAT SCHWAB STOP VIOLATING PEOPLE'S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, BUT SCHWAB REFUSED
TO OBEY.
AFTER SCHWAB REFUSED TO OBEY THE U.S. SUPREME COURT, DISHONEST, CORRUPT
SCHWAB MADE THE
SAME ARGUMENT TO THE ROSE BIRD STATE SUPREME COURT.
AND AGAIN WAS HORDEREDH TO STOP
VIOLATING PEOPLE'S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS.
SCHWAB THEN USED MANY MILLIONS OF TAXPAYERS'

DOLLARS IN A MASSIVE CAMPAIGN TO IMPEACH ROSE BIRD AND THE OTHER HONEST JUDGES ON THE
STATE SUPREME COURT, AND REPLACE THEM WITH CORRUPT, DISHONEST JUDGES WHO BACK SCLMAR'S

GOAL OF MASS IMPRISONMENT OF POWERLESS, ORDINARY PEOPLE FOR PROFIT.

SCHWAE THEN SET-UP A SYSTEM OF BRIBES TO TALL” LOS ANGELES JUDGES TO VIOLAIE ALL
POWERLESS, ORDINARY PEOPLES' CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS TO CONVICT THEM.
AND SENTENCE THEM TO
THE MAXIMUM PRISON TIME. AND TO THREATEN AND BRIBE DEFENSE ATTORNE
YS TO ASSIST IN GETTING
CONVICTIONS. AND THE PRISON POPULATION INCREASED PROM 15,000 TO 1702000.

SCHWAB AND HIS RACKETEERING GANG ALSO MADE SCHWAB A LOS ANGELES JUDGE
TO KEEP CONTROL AND
' DIRECT ALL L.A. JUDGES TO ENGAGEQ IN MASS IMPRISONMENT FOR PROFIT
AND TO ERI§E_DEFENSE
ATTORNEYS TO "BLOCK ALL DEFENSE" TO GET THE CONVICTIONS.

AND SCHWAB AND HIS RACKETEERING GANG COT AN UN-CONSTITUTIONAL
LAW PASSED DENYING THE "JURY

LIST" To DEFENDANTS TO BLOCK DEEENDAMTS EROM EXPOSING THAT THE {LEE ARE w M
TO MASS IMPRISON INNOCENT PEOPLE=

@

n¥

wHISTLEELOUER ROHHRT REERNOCR CASE
JUDGES

ACCOMPLICES
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BESIDES ENGAGING IN TRAFFICKING IN CHILD/SEX RACKETEERING AND VIOLATING ALL CONSTITUTIONA
L
RIGHTS TO ENGAGE IN_MA§§ INRRISONMENT FOR EBQELI; CORRUPT SCHNgggggg:U§_ILLEO
AL BRIEES TO
ALL LOS ANGELES JUDGES TO GET THEM TO VIOLATE ALL CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
OF ORDINARY,
POUERLESS PEOPLE ENSNAREO 1N THEIR COURTS AND_MAS§*IMPRISON THEM IO_RIP-OEE THE TAXPAYIRS.
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to Best Courte (Your) Money Could Buy

You’ve probably never even heard about it, but our LA County Supervisors have been
giving local superior court judges an illegal bonus (3;. _-; an m $57,000 a Veg: per
judge), even though doing so is plainly prohibited by California‘s Q

“4;;
i’til.

(Judges already receive about $179,000 a year in salary from the State, plus another
$30,000 in beneﬁts, and they’ll continue to receive as much as 80% of the packages in

retirement benefits.)

t.

"L here are letters, reports and memos which prove there were no doubts: the givers and
reccixers all .lx ew and understood that the payments were illegal. hut they’ve been
doing it anyway for more than 20 years.

‘V‘v’liy would the County pay out such a huge amount of money (ﬂaut 55300 niﬂljgl so
far) when it didn’t have to‘?

When it was illegal to?

(And now the County is

suffering from a monstrous budget "crisis", for heaven's sake! Might this be a clue as
to why?) They’ve said it \V as to “attract and keep quality judges". but that explanation
ignores the fact that judges are elected and We The People decide which ones we’ll
keep. and it ignores the thousands of qualified lawyers who'd gladly fill the judgeships
at the legal base pay rate. (These LA County judges are receixing Em; more than any

other group of judges in America, even more than the judges of the (ifzt‘it‘ornia Court of
Appeal. the California Supreme Court‘ and the US. Supreme Court.) So the reasons
given cant possibly be true, not to mention the glaring fact that we'xe now paid more
only to have gotten an entire bench (:ifjudges acting illegally. Whose definition of
"quality" are we going by here"?
'l‘he 5

,,

_ bears this out:

Los Angeles is rated l47.7 (the ”'average‘

city is: rated 100.0), yet it cons 14.2% more to live in San Francisco. which is rated at
l72.l. Yet LA iudges have managed to get themselves 32% more salay than San
Francisco’s judges.
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These documents are within a website recen
tly created for public access to our
collec

tion of evidence, press articles. actual pleadings filed. a
donation appeal. etc

the hammers

The homepage
:73 7‘-_177:7~'7L;;;7»7_.77:7-7 7- '

'm" the Jim

for the effort to “Free Richard Fine" can
be found at
97:77
. 77727-77;77I.;;;77{:7§7:777
;‘7,7-7-;.7. From there you will find links to all

s; the Juices
ca
‘ 13:11:; the State
rafts,
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sorts of information.

steal the [rank

online at our website yet, but we have clear
and irrefutable proof of etelpﬁige oi this
..._
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through it all.

the
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EVERY SINGLE FACT stated above is true and prove
n. Not all of the evidence i.

ampts, bases, and tn}

puzzle. known so far. (\Vc also have no doubt
the cormotion
mess gnmties, etc:., iron that what‘
s been uncovered is just a small part

m‘.

_‘.J‘.
v
.1.
.._
.‘~
:‘tliL
lo to
tuner (Leas
.

ofit.) And we‘re uncovering neg
evidence all the time because a few good citizens
in the know (including a couple of

lawyers) are coming forward and sharing additional
infonnation.

But lawyers still tell us they cannot afford to get involved
publicly. They haye to work

before these judges, and they know very well that
what is happening to Mr. Fine could
also happen to thern if they make waves. So it"s
up to us.

Your support. in whatever form, Lili make a differe
nce. i\-lonctary donations would
certainly help tremendously (the cost of filing just
the one petition with the US.
Supreme Court was almost SBJOO‘). The 'a‘ig
gﬂti: however. imOlVCSEIOlEe'

ourselves and our futures from those we cannot trust
who have managed
office,

But we’re only a small group of dedicated people in
a fight against 500+r_oh_gd robbers have a tremendous amount of power.

too will be able to look back with pride in the know
ledge that you

time in Eric

played
a meaningful part in history
that L helped save an
‘ __ '63 from massive
corruption. getting it back on track, to becon'iing a great
place to mvhere justice is
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Beyond freeing Richard Fine, the following issue
s will be

addressed and changes implemented with immediacy
to undo

Idiinage done and right wrongs committed to
date:
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Dertiand will b made uponjudges to return all moni
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lthnt were paid to them illegally, and any/judge so
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Former Judges in “Cash for Kids” Scandal Sentenced
by Derek Gilmz
wo former Pennsylvania state court
judges who were accused by federal
prosecutors of running a multi-million
dollar scheme to send juvenile offenders
to privately—run prisons in exchange for

bribes have been sentenced.
Former judge Marl: A. Ciavarclla,
Jr., 62, who presided over the juvenile
court system in Luzerne County, brought

national attention to the “kids for cash”

trolled the courthouse budget, cooperated
with prosecutors and pleaded uilt in
2009 to racketeerﬁg conspiracy charges.
He was accused of receiving around $1
million in bribes as part of the "£135 for
cash” scandal and was sentenced to 171/2
tears in federal rison on September 23,
2011. “The system is not corrupt,” he

that i

stated. “I was corrupt.” Which implies

detention centers, and Robert Mericle, the
developer who built them, have 9n
been sentenced. E“

that the prosecutors, judgesJ criminal
defense lawyerg county commissioners

scandal and highlighted whatmany legal
experts say is a dangerous practice in
juvenile justice proceedings v children

ores corru tion at this level aids

and ——
aEets the indiViﬁual
w
,

Conahan and Ciavare a are also

subject to a $2.8 million criminal forfeiture action. According to Zubrod, “They
turned the Court of Common Pleas into a
criminal enter wise.” Robert Powell. unity;
torney who co—owned the private juvenile

and court room personnel who witnessed

the mass imprisonment of thousands of

appearing in court and pleading guilty

children and gig nothing are blameless

to crimes without representation by at-

and not com licit in the matter. A svstem

Sources: New
. York Times, Huffington
m.
Post, www. lzmesleader. com, www. rt. com,
www.cbsnews. com

torneys.

Prosecutors alleged that Ciavarella
had sentenced thousands of juveniles ‘
to be conﬁned in two private detention
centers — PA Child Care and Western PA I
".‘y‘c'n‘1.
.
«.'
”f ..,..i('.,,‘;7'r,
Chill
you. Ask.
‘vVU-51)~li\1.tlLilL‘n»i
iiiillidil
____.._._

.

for sending youths as young as ten years

old to the facilities, many for ﬁrst-time or

minor offenses. The state of Pennsylvania has since expunged more than 5,00gg
juvenile crimina records in cases andled
by Ciavarella. [Seez PLN, June 2010, p.26;
Nov. 2009, p.42; May 2009, p.20].
According to Laurence H. Tribe, a
constitutional law expert, “It was a ter*
rible lesson. It highlighted the dangers
for juveniles who don’t know their rights,
haven’t talked to a lawyer, and are urged
by overburdened courts to take a plea.
Once that happens, future opportunities
for the child are essentially gone.”
The US. Attorney’s ofﬁce, through
Assistant US. Attorney Gordon Zu—
brod, described Ciavarella’s
actions over
.——_____—
__“

a seven-year periog as a plot to enrich
himself. The prosecution alleged that the
judge had approached a Luzerne County 1
lawyer and property developer about
building a private detention center for the
county, shutting off the ﬂow of offenders
to the existing county—operated juvenile
facility.
Ciavarella was sentenced to 28 years
in federal prison on August 11, 2011 after

a jury convicted him of 12 counts of racketeering, bribery and conspiracy. He was
acquitted of 27 other counts. Although
deﬁant in arguing that he did nothing i

wrong, Ciavarella said he blamed “no one
but myself” prior to being sentenced.
Another former Luzerne CountsL

judge, Michael T. Conahan, 59, who con-

November 201 1

Where were all the Defense Attorneys while these corrupt
Judges were imprisonipg ”kids for cash” by violating all
their Constitutional Rights? This went on for many years

while the Public Defenders' Office praised these corrupt
Judges. And while all their dishonest collea’ue Jdurxv
and all the Pennsylvania State Supreme Court Judges
maintained their mind-set that [p91 ordinary, powerless
And that every
citizen has any Constitutional Rights.
ordinary citizens, including kids, could be imprisoned
for profit.
And then all of sudden, when their buddy
corrupt Judges got prosecuted by the U.S. Justice Dept.,
these corrupt State Supreme Court dges realized they
took an “oath of office” to protect thejfanstitutional
Rights of ordinary citizens and over—turned over 5,000
convictions. But only because their buddy Judges EEEi
prosecuted by the U.S. Justice Dept. did these corrupt
Judges acknowledge that powerless kids had Constitutional
Rights.
“In the entire State”——while this conspiracy of the
Judges to imprison powerless people to get kick—backs
from the Prison Industry continued for vears——”only”
Attorneys Lourdes Rosado and Marsha Levick, from the J.L.

Center, had the courage to say—these_wEEE-corrupt Judges.
While the Public Defenders' Office and all Defense

Attorneys across the State praised these—corrupt low—
life Judges §g_the Defense Attorneys could also profit by
feeding the Prison Industry.
This is the mind—set of all Judges, Prosecutors and
Defense Attorneys across the U.S.A.:
"to profit” by

conspiring to violate the Constitutional Rights of
ordinary, powerless citizens.
In California it is State sponsored racketeering with the
,State bribing Judges to violate the Constitutional Rights
of ordinary, powerless people to mass imprison them, so

the huge Prison Industry they created——the largest in the
world-—give kick—backs to each succeeding Governor, the
nislators, the Judges and also bribes to the Defense
Attorneys.
And this racketeering criminal enterprise
steals over ;l_billion per year from the taxpayers, and

when the U.S. Justice Dept. gets involved there will be
”many more” than the 30 prosecuted in the Pennsylvania
”cash for kids" racketeering.
_
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han. who received a totttl of S]
kickbacks. are serving 13 and l

U1

prosecutions that resulted from it." said
US. Attorney Peter Smith. "Without Mr.
Powell': Vital cooperation. it might have
been a much more difficult, much longer.
in a kickback scheme that included two
if not itnpossrble. process."
judges.
Powell's attornev. Joseph D'Andrea.
__.._.——. The scandal. involvingc thejuvenile ,
justice system in Luzerne County. Penn- sought a more lenient sentence based on
:2:. mail. crime to he known n; itinhllj. ms his . cnt
lit “LIL V _. "C " H\
"Kids for Cash." [Seez FLA“. June 3010. ird'Fal pro \ ccutors. "Bob found himselt
p.36: Nov. 2009. p.42 May
being muscled and pre ‘sured by two very
,
The owner of the two i
corrupt and 1.. .
. .~.'ho s_r.ttu:<i.id9“=
ties was high-Dowered bus'
l uzerne (fotmtold Judge Knsix.
itiiOTnCV Robert J. Powell
While acknowledging Powell's cor
L ount‘.‘ closed its dlliipldt’. ed p
operation. Judge Kosik said Powell lliikl
Benelited tinitne ulln‘ from the “cube. " that

I
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SCHWAB—-IN VIOLATION OF THE U.S. CONSTITUTION'S GUARANTEED RIGHT TO

DEFEND AGAINST FALSE CEARGES——WOULD ONLY LET R. PEERNOCK REMAIN IN HIS

COURTROOM E R. PEERNOCK WOULD GIVE UP ALL HIS SIXTH AMENDMENT

RIGHTS TO PRESENT A DEFENSE TO THE FAISE CHARGES, AND GIVE UP THE

RIGHT TO PROVE THAT SCHWAB‘S INEORMANT KILLED CLAIRE.

THE CHARGES AGAINST R. PEERNOCK WERE ALREADY LITIGATED AT THE

ADJUDICATION TRIAL AND PROVEN FAISE--W_H§N_ R. PEERNCCK WAS ALLOWED TO

REPRESENT HIMSELF-—AND "DISMISSED," AS COMPLETELY IMPEACHED AND
“mu-E."

AND IT WAS UNEQUIVOCAL:

THAT SCHWAB'S INFORMANT KILLED CLAIRE TO

FRAME R. PEERNOCK--—AND THAT R. PEERNOCK WAS 'ml‘" EVEN AT THE SCENE AT
ANY TIME.

SCHWAB HAD "NO" JURISDICTION TO STAGE THIS ’SEXXI‘IDI' COMPLETELY

RIGGED,

FAKE TRIAL—~IN VIOLATION OF '[XXJBLE JEOPARDY-"

V

NOT ONLY WAS THIS “SECOND" TRIAL "ILLEGAL,“ BUT SCHWAB'S CORRUPT,
FASCIST "ORDERS“ THAT R. PEERNOCK HAD ZNE' cmSTITUI'IONAL RIGHI‘ _T9__
PRESENT A DEFENSE TO THEIR FALSE CHARGES (ALREADY PROVEN FMSE), AND
THAT R. PEERNOCK COULD "NOT REMAIN“ IN HIS COURTROOM "UNLESS" HE GAVE
UP THE RIGHT To DEFEND: IS AGAINST EVERY LEGAL PRINCIPLE OF LAW.
BUT, SCHWAB'S BUDDY JUDGES HAVE KEPT THE "CODE OF SILENCE" AND HAVE
COVERED UP FOR SCHWAB USING HIS COURT EOR RACKETEERING AND THE DENIAL
OF ALL U.s. CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS.

HE’D BE FREE TO WA
LK AROUND THE COURTR
OOM,

7
AND PERHAPS

POSE SOME DANGER TO
OTHERS.
THE COURT IS WELL AWA
RE OF THE VERY SERIOU
S

NATURE OF THE CHARGES.

AT BEST A VERY HORRIBLE
CRIME

HAS BEEN COMMITTED BY
SOMEONE,

AtmGemal

12

beﬁzehebecmea

Jake—grand

fcrfg‘g; '

13

beimauaixagl‘
GIBUDIiUEl

BUT IN VIEW OF THIS,
HE -* EQSTRICT ATTORNEY
JENKINS HAD STATED THA
T HE
DIDN’T WANT ANY DEMONS
TRATIONS, HE DIDN’T WAN
T ANY
MALINGERING, HE DIDN’T -HE HAD EVEN RECOGNIZED
THAT
MR. PEERNOCK HAD MADE
ALL OF THESE ACCUSATIO
NS, AND
THESE LAWSUITS THAT HAD
BEEN FILED, NOT ONLY IN
THIS
COURT BUT AGAINST OTH
ERS, AND IN FACT MR. PEE
RNOCK HAS
—==RAISED VERY SERIOUS CHA
RGES, A RICO COMPLAINT
IN FEDERAL
COURT IN WHICH MR. JEN
KINS AND OTHERS ARE NAM
ED AS
DEFENDANTS.
“-

15

RigtSforfthe
Emeltizenaﬁla
alkayscxwen'mm
fornudasand
17

SO,

THE SECOND ASPECT IS
THAT WE’VE GOT A
DIS
TR
ICT
ATT
OR
NEY
_______.____—_m_
_, A DEPUTY IV IN THIS DIVISION, WHO HAS
________
TESTIEIED IN A HEARING
TO PREVENT MR. PEERNOCK
FROM

REPRES
ING
SELF; AND I DON’T BE
======ENT
======HIM
LIEVE THAT THE JUDGE
======
L
ORDERED THAT, BELIEVIN
G THAT I GUESS THE TER
MS OF
FARETTA HAD NOT BEEN
MET.

THE THIRD POINT,

MR. JENKINS,

Balms. Gatim,

YOUR HONOR,

IS THAT

BECAME AWARE THROUGH
THE READING OF A SER
IES
OF PLEADINGS OR ONE
OR MORE PLEADINGS OR
THE RICO.
COMPLAINT WHICH HAD
BEEN FILED BY MR. PEE
RNOCK, EITHER
IN PROPER PERSON OR
HIMSELF IN THE FEDERA
L COURT, THAT
MR. PEERNOCK WAS WR
ITING A BOOK AND HAD
A MANUSCRIPT_
PREPARED EXPOSING COR
RUPTION AND THE AWARD
ING OF
CONTRACTS WITH THE DEP
ARTMENT OF WATER RESOUR
CES, WHAT I

I

JUDGE SCHWAB INTENTIONALLY COVERED-U
P FORTH}:
MURDER BY DOZIER, BECAUSE DozIER WAS WOR
KING
5
FOR SCHWAB WHO WITH m. w. ETC,
STOLE OVER
1.5 MILLION DOLLARS ERom'ROBERT PEERNO
CK.
SCHWAB BRIBED 3g TO ONLY RAISE INC
OMPETENT
ARGUMENTS, AND To BLOCK ROBERT PEERNO
CK FROM
PRESENTING EVIDENCE, AND CALLING WIT
NESSES
WHICH WOULD PROVE DOZIE
R MURDERED C'LAIRE PEERNO
CK.

‘2:—

.

‘4'

to

l

,
,
I’VE RECEIVED THIRD
V
PARTY INFORMATION
WHICH THERE’S No 1201

SJ

CONFIDENCE.

COUPLE OF MINU
TES

BOB PEERNOCK IN TH
E LOCKUP?
DISCLOSE SOME FA
CTS,

THE JURY,

TO SPEAK WITH

I? HE AUTHORIZES'N
E TO

WE CAN DO IT OU
T OF THE PRESEN
CE O

'7‘

MAY I HAVE A

BUT IT WOULD GO TO
MY OFFER OF PROOF,
AND —j
~THE COURT:
DOES IT GO TO TH
E OFFER OE PROOF
THAT
IN FACT THE MURD
ERER IS MR. DOZIE
R AND NOT MP. PE
ERNOCK?
THAT’S THE ISSUE
.

MR. GREEN:

IT GOES TO THE
FACT THAT-ACCORD
ING

WHAT BOBBY ADAL
S SAW,

TO

THERE

TIE COURT:

BASED UPON THAT YO
U’RE GOING TO
I
WANT ME TO ALLOW
YOU TO CROSS—EXAM
INE MR. DOZIER TH
AT
HE'S -HE MURDEEER
?
COME ON NOW.

[J
kl

U)

MR.

I

THE COURT:_

u

Dozier , €21.

MR.'CBB:N{

who was

workingﬂgz

Peernock
and steal
the estate.
This is a
tZEical ’
scam
G3
carried
‘
out by
LAPD Cogs
for over
£53; years.

’ITH ALL DUE RESP
.ECT I

_‘ BOBBY ADAMS .

I.DIDN’T MAKE UP TH
E STATE}-NTS FBOM

'

-

‘

"

.

THE COURT:
'11

;

CSSIBILITY TH ER
E’S

A BLACK MAN UNDERNEATH
THE CAR, AND
YOU’RE NOW GOING TO SA
X THAT MR. DOZIER IS
THE CULPRIT
¢

.BECAUSE HE HAPP
ENED TO BE THERE
AT THE SCENE AND BEC
AUSE
HE’S BLACK, THAT
IS EAR FROM THE OF
FER OF PROOF TH
’S
31

frame Robert

lTHAT’S WHY I HAVE
TO ASK.

THAT’S TEE
HEIGHT OF RACISM.
AS EAR AS I’M CO
PNCERNED.

the murder
, by felon

for Schwab,
Fisk, and
Doom, so
they could

GREEN:

REQUIRED, AND W--u
’““

ALL DUE RESPECT,

IT SV‘CV

SCHWAB'S COURT——TH
NORTH VALLEY COURT E
3.
PeS’—
,né'

‘5: I” I
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’
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H
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STATEV
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ENT

THAT BOBBY ADAMS-H
AS MADE.

Jud e Schwab
coverin

F

H

THAT’S THE EXTENT
OF

N

MR. RI EMAN:

-
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. THE CAR AT THE
TIME THAT F.E DRIVE
S UP.
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,
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'
'
1201.
AUTHORITIES INVESTIGATING THE CASE, THEY CAN DO THAT. %
MR. RIChNAN:

3

THE COURT:

4

TH

('1

2

I AGREE.
THAT’S DIFFERENT THAN TRYING TO POINT‘

FINGER AND SAYING "THE BUTLER DID IT."

.5

MR. RICHMAN:

BUT IF I UNDERSTAND COUNSEL’S

6

OPENING STATEMENT, AND I WOULD REFER TO IT,

7

THE POLICE MISINVESTIGATED THIS CRIME BECAUSE THEY

8

FOCUSED ON SUSPECTS TOO SOON,

.- 9

HE SAID THAT

;

ALL RIGHT.

NOW, THIS FALLS DIRECTLY IN THAT LINE, THAT

a

10

THE POLICE AVOIDED JOHN DOZIER AS A SUSPECT'AND INSTEAD
_—

11

....-

I FOCUSED ON ROBERT PEERNOCK.

12

NOW, THAT'SEEMED TO ME THE BASIC PREMISE OF

HIS ENTIRE OPENING, STATEMENT,

l

IT'S NOT A DIFFERENT AREA,

AND THIS IS THAT SAME COIN.

THE COURT:

caver-up me
murcer by

felon Dozier” _
(wno was working as their Informant
- and had a history

THEY’RE APPLES AND OPANGES.

TL”: BUTLER DID IT
I

‘
ONE

THE OTHER IS WE DON’T KNOW WHO DID IT

-- '

BUT THERE’S 'A PEP-SONAELE DOUBT THAT MY CLIENT DID IT
BECAUSE OF THE FACT CF MISILANAGEMENT OF THE INVE

H
1
3‘
H
H
O
7.

mm

‘

tn
0—3

.
I

Ul

,1-

'UI

1.3

of assaults) ordered

BY THE POLICE, AN_D I -- AND THE LATTER APPROACH IS

mat. “mug“
Dover

TOTALLY LEGITIMATE.
. ',

.

v

..

ALL RIGdTi

I WOULD ASK TIL-ET THE COURT CONSIDER TEA": IN
,
.
“
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“

_

DURING THE COURSE O.

26

THE COURT:

27

MR. ,RICHMAN:

28

I
-
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.

FURThLR 08.4 LCTIONS THAT ARE GOING TO BE CERTAINLY KAISLD
_.
.

:the Jury.

,

RIChIANI.

'
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.,

,

-

“U" “beam"

.' against Dozxer
in front of

-

MR.

With we! @2931
fI that NO edence
I—

THE FORMER I NEED" MORE OILAN OEEER
.

-

r seen covered

~0F PROOF
’
'
=‘

THE COURT:
‘

rm

..

-

was seen

' tie‘mg the cotton
> rye under the
' car and was '
'

‘

THE-25.. PROCEEDINGs.

I WILL CONSIDER THAT.

THANK YOU.

VERY GOOD.
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BACKS
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1,135; .

TOWARDS THE SEAT?

2

Q.

THEIR

Schqab and E;_‘=;<_'_S;
3
felm—infcnnant,
Ibzier, 2a:

A.

YES ,

4

Q.

THEIR HEADS

A-

YES -

O.

[HT-TD ‘IOTT 3.73:7 'F‘HE WOT-51‘5“ OD.

EU]er;ﬁﬂth

. .

ON THE SEAT

UP

ITSELF?

vet~fluid blcod
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at 4:38 AM. when
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’Bloodiénuﬂzﬁrs

.——-—~.
11110—20!m

7

and liyzig:

9

Q.

AND YOU SAW THAT ER FACE WAS BLEEDING?

10

2x .

..

~~~~

YES.

~42:AND THE BLOOD WAS WET?

11

i0

ELQE; the

12

A.

14

A .

IT

Q.

ALL RIGHT.
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also @411”;q
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YES.

vat: at

the 333 for
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that
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thc Parmedics
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YES .
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trial, that he
has it the Scene

mug-QM

15
[‘JitY-B Gala;
ﬂﬁaw the EXPEEL

times he me: at

16

45911125.: UTE-C

3.7

Dozier hfi "£19:
plant? On II'LQL a; 1d
thug t§l_a_ir_§_ bani

after th} (17.111,

Lbluugugzi at

MUST

WET.

~——

-

I

BLOOD

HAD

TO THE

AND AS

I? SHE WAS

FIRST OF ALL,

YOU TELL,

19

A.

NOT REALLY .

Q.

BUT

A.

Y‘YELL,

-

YOU

SAW

TEXSSENGER,

BLOOD ON THE

A MALE

BLOOD AROUND HER HEAD AND PIECE?

123.

11"”
tie—i3 53L

22

@ﬂmm the

23

Q.

BUT you SAW BLOOD ON HER FACE?

24

A.

£EA'H.

O

OKAY .

SHE

COULD

OR A FEMALE?

3:31) AWL, the;
Dozier 01!: off
CauLIJ (‘1. it Lu

ALL OVER

._______;-_;_

ME .

1E

20

BEEN

HAVE

HAD LONG HAIP.

I

FIGURED SHE WAS

I MEAN ~—

A LADY.

.

mlg:

;
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25
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26

'nfoﬁﬁ,

3&3: lyiiygx

27
28

DID YOU EVER REACH OVER TO TOUCH THE
»
M
3-43
PASSENGER?
A.

H

gariLg

Qt imiz‘ipg, hut

DON’T REMEMBER.

Schgab and Eisk's 1’"elpndniormant,

{)pziep, at U16: £53n aria].
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SAN FERNANDO,

113’
DEPARTMENT NV F

TUESDAY,

JULY

16,

lQQl

R.M‘
HON.

HOWARD J.

SCHWAB,

JUDGE

APPEARANCES:

ll)

03

-J

O‘r

(AS HERETOFORE NOTED.)

,4
0

THE COURT:

PEOPLE VERSUS ROBERT PEERNOGR, CASE

NUMBER A-708442.

LET THE RECORD REELEGT MR. REERNOGR :S
RRESENT, NR. GREEN IS PRESENT, NR. RICEHAN :S RRESENT
THE JURY AND ALTERNATE JURORS ARE NOT RRESENT.

VHS Judgern
:Ocommem
woamonof

ANY MATTERS COUNSEL WISH TO

thelaw beades

E 22.8.9 Lam

TIRE BEEORE NE BRING TN THE JURY?

ordered that

iggeVMSnce
aganstfﬂon

MR

Dozier could
be gresented
to the Jury

RTGRNAN}

MR. GREEN:

including that
he wasrepeatemy
arrested.TOT assauus,
/was at a

NOT FROM THE REOELE, YOUR HONOR.

NOT FROM THE DEFENSE, YOUR HONOR.

TEE COURT:"VERY GOOD.

THEN MY RULING WILL BE AS AFOREMENTIONED

Drevrous swnHar

REGARDING THE EXPLORATION OF MR.

nuuden and
was $30

PARTY AS A POSSIBLE CULPRIT.

arrested for
sabotaging cars.
DOZIer was also
JUdQEd by the
courtto be
yncaoame ofl
conuomng hw

vmﬂence aganst
women.
I
Judge Schwab
wn conspwacy
wnh DDA %chman

to obstruct

DOZIER OR ANY THIRD

I WILL FOLLOW THE LAW AS

HALL MATTER AND ITS

PROGENY,

WHICH

SET FORTH IN THE

I HAVE STATED ON

RECORD BEFORE AT OUR BENCH CONFERENCE.
FURTHERMORE,
I HAVE ALSO MADE A 352

THE RECORD SHOULD REF’ECT THAT

ANALYSIS,

AND I

FIND THAT ANY

LPROBATIVE VALUE IS OUTWEIGHED —-

i

zusuce kept
the ﬁom

the Jury.

‘HE

Max/Wm. 'l/Ca t—Le/ Cyan/7’.

t-J

‘

3

.
‘iGHLIGHT TO
THE COURT IS
5
TH
EM IS A CHIE
‘ AT TH
R
F
DEPUTY DISTRI
CT ATTORNEY,
OR THE DEPUTY
IV IN THE NORT
H
VA
LL
EY
DIVISION, NO
\ﬂ
‘RTH VALLEY DI STRICT AT
TORNEY’S OFFI
CE
BY THE NAME
m
OF
LIKE I"
-

_ 1

HYFON JENK
INS .

DOA Jenkins is

THE COURT:

is Richman's

boss.
6
Doom is a former

IS A DEPUTY
IV.

co‘worker of 7

'

MR.

Jenkins, Richman,
’

and FiSX8
Doom also Worke
d

the Judges who

1

in many scams
I
of IsteaHno houses
from
18

Doom set~uo a

reale~
c rate companx j
to launder the

THE

wcth Jenkins, Fis
k

LAPD contmued
to

schemes.

_,

26

"
'

EARLY

OF PO
. BE‘?
IT . P 5""
LQ
. NOC<
I TH
I“AT E<
I T E‘ADS
’30’5,

AND

POSSIBLY

THE

LATE

WELL
-' BA
C< I N T O
:2

’70’5-

stole from people.
LAPD P5 duratrists

cover—up his many

THE DEFENDANT
IN THIS

OR FEAR THAT HE
CANNOT RECEIVE
A FAIR TRIAL IN
THI"
COURT BY THE NO
RTH VALLEY DIVI
SION OF THE OF
FICE OF THE
DISTR CT ATTORN
EY, EVEN THOUGH
‘
MR. JENKINS IS
NOT
PROSECUTING THIS
CASE ON THE FOLLO
WING GROUNDS:
,
1.
THE EXTENSIVE CO
NTACTS AND THE

mIOWL
I”
LDCE
"E
"3"

houses these
iudgeg

atcoholic but the
a
.

BEEN A LONG

SHOW THAT ROBE
RT PEERNOCK HA
S A REASONABLE
APPREHENSION

previousix mvoiv
ed

mentally ill and
an

THAT THERE HA
S

\>
‘

and the judges:
I
Major, Schwab, and
Rimerman were

diagnosted Fisk as

IHOPE,

CK,

COURT.

Fisk. Doom, Jenk
ins,

-

THE COURT IS WE
LL AWARE, AT LE
AST

SOMEWHAT DIFFIC
ULT RELATIONS
HIP BETWEEN
MR. JENKINS AN
D ROBERT PEER
NO

Robert Peernock's
bankR
accounts and
.
has 3 houses.
which were then
r d amono the
judges, Jenkins,
Ei§k, Doom, Nelso
n,

people.

GREEN:

STANDING,

'

gave her alI of

‘

FROM THE PAPE
RS,

as law dark for

Richman. etc.

I WILL TAKE
JUDICIAL NO
TICE TI‘IAT HE

THE COURT IS AW
ARE OF THE DIFFIC
ULTIES

.

RAISED IN THE PIE
ADINGS TN WHICH
‘
MR. PEERNOCK HIM
M
SELF
WAS A VICTIM OF
ONE OR MORE CR
IMES, OR AT EAST
SIX
ATTEMPTS ON HIS
LIFE WHEN HE WAS
WITH THE DEPARTME
NT OFWATER RESOURCES,
OR ASSOCIATED WI
TH UNION ORGANIZ
ING OR
UNION RELATED AC
TIVITIES IN THE
LATE '70'8 AND EA
RLY

2'3

factual) (Jenkjns' visor) ‘m
AEistat Mone

MR.

JENKINS WAS A PR
OSECUTOR IN THE

y Canal. was farm for his .ﬁU.S. (ha-imam Rigxts
na
at the State Supreme Chm-t: of the gimtecitizen. Arrighmarqued at the [LS- timl Effcrts to violate "all;
(in Joseph) that 'Lrgcitizzen
Sln
was that the Chlifmﬁa
should be aligned to data-d amOazt (in Raretta) ma then
ﬂmselves.” Sduab‘s mi
"al
l"
had their bards
citjzaqstulldgggbeallme
d todeﬁaﬂtfmselvas, gmgﬁ fa: 'hibes' to sell out their client}; ard grime nim
estate could ma
dWUme

[—-——~——-~

TH-

—‘-~f~—~——-———-—

-~C‘I_

-

PE__
ER
CK_~
__
TO
_NQ__
BE __
CO
__‘__
ED
__NV
__ICT
L___
L,

fI‘T—“‘*‘~““**—‘—~‘

SO THAT,

‘
YOUR HONO
R,

4O

F

OUT DENIAL.
AS

TO

POINT

NO.

1

4‘

4

THAT ”ATTORNEY GR
______~__~__
EEN
__
ST
AT
ED__
TO
______
ME __
HE__WO
_~__
NO
_EULD
T ___
C AL___
E_LLI
L ME
___
AS
WI
___
TN___
_‘_A___
ESS,” THAT Is
___
NOT TRUE.
I TOLD MR.
THE TRIAL PROGRESS
ED,

IT WOULD DEPEND

CALL HIM AS A WITN
ESS,

1o
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

.,

MR.___
RIC
HM
___
AN_~_
HAV
___
E ~— AND
___
___

CERTAINLY BOB HAS

NOT AT THE SCENE,

FIT INTO THE

WHICH THE COURT
-—WTHE CQURT AND
K

IT’S
__T

BEEN NO SECRET,

MADE NO SECRET TH
AT

AND NOBODY

AND

BOB PEERNOCK WAS

CAN PLACE HIM AT THE
SCENE

AT LEAST ELUDGEONING OR MURD
ERING ANYONE.THE COURT: BY DIRECT EVIDE
NCE.
.MR. GREEN; BY DIRECT EVIDE
NCE. As TO THIS
.
"ATTORNEY GREEN WAS NOT GOING
TO CALL WITNESSES.WHO
j
WOULD HELP ROBERT PEERNOCK’S
DEFENSE," IEAEI YOUR HONOR,
_§_ALSO A LIE.’ IT’S UNTRUE.
WE HAD PEOPLELONMSTANDBY
ALL.OF LAST WEEK
WHO WE FELT NE COULD U5E;'
WE PUT ON FIRST
MR. ROWE,

GIBA.

WE HAD MR. RALPH ENGD
AHL ON HOLD.

22

AUDIOLOGIST ON HOLD
.

23

BEFORE.

24

ON WHEN I WOULD

AND IF HIS TESTIMO
NY

SCHEME OF THE»DEFE
NSE,
,.

LANCER THAT DEPEND
ING ON THE WAY

MR.

WE HAD OUR

WE HAD MET WITH HIM
THE NIGHT

I THINK WE MET WITH
HIM ON TUESDAY NIGHT
, AND
THAT'WOULD HAVE BEEN
TUESDAY THE 27TH, WH
ILE BOB WAS IN
TESTIMONY.

WE WERE PLANNING ON HAV
ING THE AUDIOLOGIST,

NORMAN

PEARL ON STANDBY

TUESDAY,

IT WOULD

HAVE

FOR THURSDAY THE
29TH DR
BEEN TODAY,

AND I THINK THAT’S
Cefense attorney
Gr
n was ”bribeg” by Schwab
_
_ee
_~
and Doom to block 311
defense.
raw".

'

___

THE

_.__I&‘__‘~___

____

COURT:

MISREPRESENTED
TESTIFY TO

MR.

YOUR HONOR,
THE

AND HE ALLEGE
S THAT MR.

TO THE COURT
WHAT THE WITNE
SSES

IN HIS

GREEN;

WOULD
STATEMENT TO
THE COURT YEST
ERDAY.

I

DIDN’T GET TO
ALL THE WITNES
SES,

IN THE INTERE
STS OF TIME.
COURT:

THANK YOU.

HE STATES HERE
,

ADDRESS THIS
ONE ISSUE,

THE CASE.
10

ll

12
l3
14
15
l6
17
18

4128

GREEN HAS

AND I’LL ONLY
HAVE YOU

BECAUSE I WANT
TO GET GOING
ON

”ON INFORMATIO
N AND BELIEF
AT__
TO_~
RN__
EY __
__
GR
EE
N
__
__
DID NOT CALL MY
4O DEFENSE WITN
ESSES, INCLUD
ING SIX
WITNESSES AT
THE SCENE WHO
WOULD TESTIFY
THAT I WASN’T
AT
.TH

E SCENE AND My FIVE
EXPERT WITNESSES, TO
INTENTIONALLY
__;OCK MY DEFENSE AN
D RIG A CONVICTION."
I ASSUME, MR. GREEN,
YOU HAVE NOT PREVEN
TED
ANY WITNESS FROM TE
STIFYING WHO COULD
STATE CATEGORICALLY
THAT MR.

/

PEERNOCK WAS NO
T AT THE SCENE.

MR.

GREEN:

YOUR HONOR,

THERE ARE NO
WITNESSES

FOR

2O

21

22
23
'24
25
26
27 '
28

“£3215" de- fense

WITNESS CAN PUT
MR.

PEERNOCK AT THE
SCENE.

THE ONLY
WITNESS WHO ARGU
ABLY COULD HAVE
PUT -- COULD HA
VE PUT
MR. PEERNOCK SO
MEWHERE ELSE DO
ESN’T EVEN REME
MBER
MR. PEERNOCK, AN
D THAT WAS THE WO
MAN AT THE SAUGUS
CAFE.
THE COURT:
I WOULD NOTE HERE
THAT HE SAYS THER
E
WERE SIX WITNES
SES WHO WOULD TE
STIFY -~ HE SAYS
HERE'

THERE ARE SIX WI
TNESSES AT THE
SCENE WHO WOULD
TESTIFY

attorney GFDPD was
AprIDSQ” by Schwab
and_gggg to glocg al
l defense.

2

CLAIRE PEER
NOCK’S

‘

DEATH.

3

Green, Sghﬂéé
and Richman
coached
Dozier to
commit
Egrjugz and7

cover up

forvhlé.

murder .

8

Dozier was
driving a

JOHN DOZIER
HAS STATED TO
INVESTIGMORS
AND
STATED UNDER
OATH THAT TH
E VEHICLE -AND IN
CROSS-EXAMIN
ATION THAT TH
E VEHICLE HE
WAS DRIVEN
'AS A
FOUR-DOOR TO
YOTA.
THE P ICTURE
\
OF
THE TOYOTA
\
WHKH
MR. PEERN OCK
GAVE TO ME,
WHICH I WIL
L GLADLY RE
NRN TO
HIM, \
IS A PICTURE
OF A TWO-DOOR
TOYOTA WITH
..
BODY
TO
THE RIGHT
PASSENGER

g_door
Toyota, NOT

THE COURT:

a 4 door
at the tiﬁEl

of the

.

murder.
Photos

12

were taker; 3

of his
1
2 door cazr4

Iiirked in

’front of 15
Dozier's
house.
16
During Laggi

int__
er__
__
vie__
w_ ’
Dozier also
admitted he‘

was drivino

this g_ﬁocr
Toxota with

.

Tesflfylng.

"'

OU AS BEING
COUNSEL IS
DENIED.
WHAT I CONS
IDER TO BE A
VERY IMPORTAN
T MOTION RE
LATING TO
THE RIGHTS
OF COUNSEL AN
D HAS DRIVEN
IT TO A JOCU
LAR
L‘VEL, AND
IT WOULD BE
HUMEROUS EXCE
PT FOR THE
FACT THAT
u- S WASTING
VALUABLE COUR
T TIME.
I
I FIND HIS
MOTIONS TO
BE TOTALLY
FRIVOLOUS
AND HAVE NO
MERIT WHATSOE
VER.

MR. GREEN: 'THA
NK YOU,

HONOR,

YOUR HONOR.'

I WOULD LIKE
TO STATE FOR
THE RECORD,

when it cut

22

Of

-

fender——damaged

d'lL_
la__
c. 23
QE;

See

Inov
Wh
was Ga
DOtor
C. nara
ram

VERY GOOD.

ANYWAY, I FIND
THAT MR. PEE

the damaoed
rioht front

eﬁi the

FRONT FENDER
.

THAT BETWEEN
THE CALCULATIO
NS

HAVE MADE,

YOUR

THAT MR. SMIT
AND I

WE’VE PROBAB
LY NOW WASTE
D ABOUT SIX
HOURS OF
COURT TIME,
INCLUDING VA
LUABLE TIME
YESTERDAY.
WE DIDN’T GE
T STARTED IN
TO TH E ARGUME
NTS
UNTIL WELL IN
TO AN HOUR OF
COURT TIME,
AND THAT’S TW
O
DAYS OF COUR
T TIME THAT
WE HAVE WAST
ED ON THIS, AN
D I
HAVE REQUESTE
D OF MR. PEER
NOCK ON A NU
MBER OF OCCASIO
NS
defense atto
rney

Green was ﬁggibe
d” by Schwab and
Doom to block al
l defense.

524
FOR THE PURPOSE OF A DELAY.

1

THE DEFENDANT:

2

NOW.

3

I AM WILLING TO GO PRO PER RIGHT

GREEN WILL NOT CALL THE WITNESSES I HAVE TO CALL.

I DENY YOUR REQUEST TO GO PRO PER.

4

THE COURT:

5

THE DEFENDANT:

IN AMERICA A PERSON IS SUPPOSED TO

HAVE A RIGHT TO BE ABLE TO INTRODUCE EVIDENCE HE IS
.
'_

6
For IQHE years

'

FALSELY ACCUSED.

AppeHantC7

_

[eguested-—both

HE IS BLOCKING ME FROM DOING INVESMGATION.

-h1xu1£;and'123§ﬂ1*his right to

THE

defend himself

COURT:

MADAME BAILIFP,

YOU MAY REI'ICVE HIM

and also repeatedly
demanded a
soeedx rlght.

RIGHT NOW.

'

_

THE DEFENDANT:

THIS IS AMERICA,

RIGHT TO PRESENT A DEFENSE.

'
Aggellant was ‘
removed from
the court and

HE

DOES NOT REPRESENT MY

AND THIS

I

HAVE

INTERESTS.

IS PMERICA,

.1m
the bailiffs for

A CONVICTION,
‘

Dyaﬂes_msrecord

COURT EVIDENTLY THINKS IT IS NOT.

AND I HAVE A

FIRED ATTOFNEY GREEN.

_HE

IS

WORKING TO RIG

ALTHOUGH NORTH VALLEY

that =ludge Schwab

ﬁééiﬂegﬂﬂs

PLEASE, I’M GOING TO GET MY FILES.

AND THIS

a” defense.

IS SUPPOSED-.TO BE AMERICA,

YOUR HONOR,

WHERE A PERSON HA5

A RIGHT TO PUT ON A DEFENSE

18

_~_

19
20
21

(DEEENDANT PEERNOCK Is REMOVED

23
24

I

”

FROM THE COURTROOM.)

25
25
27
23

"After“ defense aftorney Green was "bribed" by Schwab and Doom to block all defense.

JUDGE SCHWAB, IN CONSPIR
ACY WITH PROSECUTOR RICHMA
——-‘_
N AND SCHWAB'S BRIBED
DEFENSE ATTORNEY, QUEEN,
RIG
GED THE JURY WITH FRIENDS
E
“
AND OPERATIVES OF THE
JUDGES AND PROSECUTORS TO
(HIVINCE THE OTHER JURORS
E
TO (INVICI'.

AND SCHWAB, RICHMAN AND GRE
EN N
CONSPIRED TO SELECT THE OTH
ERS FOR THE JURY WHO
HAD 'VACATICNS WEED"
IMMEDIATELY "AFTER" THE PLA
NNED FALSE PROSECUTION
CASE WAS PRESENTED—-WITH
N0 DEFENSE ALLOWED.
'\

R

LONG BEFORE THIS ILLEGAL
, RIGGED TRIAL, SCHWAB,
RICHHAN AND GREEN CONSPIR
ED TO
mEE THE TRIAL WITH
"I‘D" TIME FOR ROBERT PEERNO
CK'S "45 DEFENSE WITNIESE'S"
‘IO TESTIFY.
AND THEN CONSPIRED TO SEL
ECI‘ JURORS WHO HAD SQHEDU
LED THEIR
"VACATIONS" AND WOULD "NO
T" EVEN BE AVAILABLE TO HEA
R ROB
RNOCK'S
“ERT
*PEE
—
WAND HIS ":1_5_ CRU
CIAL DEFENSE WITNESSES."

SCHWAB, RICHMAN AND GREEN
CONSPIRED, "LONG BEFORE"
THIS ILLEGAL, RIGGED TRIAL,
THAT ROBERT PEERNOCK WOULD
"ﬂ" BE ALLCX’VED TO PRESEN
T ANY DEFENSE, AND HIS
'ﬁDEFENSE WITNESSES" WOU
LD 'M‘ BE ALLOWED TO TES
TIFY--TO "OBSTRUCT
JUSTICE" AND BLCXIK THE EXP
OSURE THAT HE IS INNOCENT
AND THAT SCHWAB'S
ACCOMPLICES KILLED CLAIRE
TO FRAME HIM, SO THEY COU
LD STEAL HIS MONEY AND
BUSINESS PROPERTIES IN RET
ALIATION FOR "EWING THE
WHISTLE" ON THEIR
ORGANIZED RACKETEERING.

(”J
\l

(PROSPECTIVE JUROR POPE ENTERS

(I)

f)

THE COURTROOM:)

5
PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME.

THE COURT:

6

PROSPECTIVE JUROR POPE:

Sdneb gﬁgtees/
that the trial 8
mﬂlbefhﬁdnd

THE COURT:

after the

PROSPECTIVE JUROR POPE:

o

MY NAME

IS MARIANNE POPE.

WHY CAN’T YOU JOIN US FOR TWO MONTHS?

I HAVE A CRUISE SCHEDULED

Prosecutor gresejlts

his case, and

":45 m

ll

"Let" be

1

Vim will

lST OF SEPTEMBER,

allowed to tC’StlIZN.

CLOSE.

WE SHOULD BE FINISHED BY THEN.

THE COURT:

I'LL EXCUSE YOU ANYWAY.

FINISHED BY THEN,

15

PROSPECTIVE JUROR POPE:

16

THE COURT:

SO,

WITH THAT IN MIND,

ORDER YOU BACK HERE TOMORROW AT 1:30,

18

PROSPECTIVE JUROR POPE:

19

THE COURT:

PROBLEM.

PLEASE.

OKAY.

THOUGH,

IF THERE’S A

PLEASE REMIND US.

22

PROSPECTIVE JUROR POPE:

23

THE COURT:

24

WE’RE GOING TO

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.

PLEASE REMIND US,

20

OKAY?

OKAY.

17

21

IF WE’RE NOT

I TELL WHAT YOU I’LL DO.

l3
14

AND IT’S CUTTING IT A LITTLE

[LU

FOR THE

that Rcbert Peemodi‘

MAY

OKAY.

THANK YOU.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.
I

PLEASE SEE CAROLYN ANGARELLA.

25

Sdui), Ridnm am'l (rem mired to select Jurus that had vacaticns sdxadﬂas to leave

Q:

r\J

ha
\1

'£g§§§§§zaﬂxf'UBiﬁkELxuwumkm(Eaawmpx9§nuﬂ.

Nﬁikhabagagﬁthemxus

drmthetﬁalwaﬂd"hafkmﬁafxuﬂrm:mantaaml&iaseaniwﬁhxthanﬁnPkbat
RxnxddsjgﬁcnnkﬂxhﬁmaauﬁnaaxL" Shub,w&$steﬁxetrtﬂlhaisdedﬂaiﬂwtrﬁﬂ
'Vﬂhltzmvthe"ﬁxlkbxtpaxes'WSdﬁhEeuﬂnEBEPtotaiﬁy. Nﬁtkhab,
IddnananﬂancxnaﬁKﬂtnlggnEn:R£nrd<fmmknhrzauguﬂzﬁialmtwh31ﬂty
sdndﬂaiﬂekﬂﬂkwaludnﬂrm:%mytﬁe”ﬁxlkbxtpaxnxkE'Egdﬁhﬁeuﬁnsas"
to testifv. This has "g: Rcbert Peernod< could "rd: driest" to their criminal “Wm cf

ﬁrtknﬂ'OxsﬁtmjanlvﬁﬂmiaserdfarsmubLBhrzh$<xuﬂ:asagg1gggggl

AUG.1#,!791

.

"x

2880
WITH
SE,
PLEA
H,
BENC
MAY I SEE COUNSEL AT THE

'

THE REPORTER.
YES,

RICHMAN:

MR.

YOUR HONOR.

5

“Eggtgﬁzetme

6

illﬁl, riggg}

7

uﬁﬂ,sdub,
Rkhmnaﬂ(kam

Mani

8

Rdjert Peermck'a

9

amxdthﬁ

ZEJkﬁHED

Eﬁﬂéﬁifwaﬂd
110i" be allowed
u>msdiy.

Nﬁ

ghwb,Rkhmm
adGmﬁ)
sékcuﬂimuzs

Mbkaiﬂen'

(THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE
HELD AT THE BENCH:)

10
11
12

13

“mamas
JEE- . 1 g'atelx after 14

tmePnrautu:
'Tﬁﬁ&ET

aathglﬁs

EEJEEQ

16

UBUmmyaﬂ
ﬁgggewkknr
WEnﬁEftjm

17

Khﬂﬂaiﬁr

18

RbﬁtPamds

Eﬁchﬂna:

EEEEEUE

dkhuniyhy

CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE JURY WHICH WILL BE COURT’S

EXHIBIT NEXT IN ORDER.

JUST A LITTLE LOVE NOTE FROM THE JURY

REMINDING US THAT THEY HAVE PRE-PAID VACATIONS AS

20

FOLLOWS,

THERE SHOULD BE NO PROBLEM. _

PRE-SCHEDULED AND PREPAID VACATION,

21

Sd'NBb/ Rim

CRUISE,

adan.
ﬂﬁsvmslgEL

22

POPE,

uﬁxeGHEn
ammdaipne

23

LOUISVILLE,

@glﬂatmaws

24

20TH.

ﬁnt'qﬂnqto

ﬁQEhxkksﬂﬁ

djhse

"*

26

SEPTEMBER 13 THROUGH 20TH;

KENTUCKY,

MARIANN

JARED BOOK,

SEPTEMBER 18TH THROUGH SEPTEMBER

DONNA CAMPOS MURPHY,

25

&Efmbat

LET THE RECORD REFLECT I HAVE RECEIVED

19

uﬂnma£"to

teaiﬁzad

THE COURT:

15

SEPTEMBER 11TH THROUGH

SEPTEMBER 17TH.

yﬁnzsai"

GREEN:

27

MR.

28

MR. RICHMAN:

NO PROBLEM.

IF THE COURT WISHES,

YOUR HONOR,

Sdmhlglci
beﬁzethe trial

1

2881
I’LL INDICATE FOR THE RECORD IN FRONT OF THE JURY THAT I

2

EXPECT TO REST SOMETIME THIS WEEK.

3

“WWW 4

THE COURT:

I’LL JUST TELL THE JURY THERE SHOULD

NOT BE ANY PROBLEM. AND THAT IN FACT I HAVE A TRIAL

Grammaggcaﬂ.
Robert Peemock's 5
'gﬂfdﬁhme

SCHEDULED TO COME INTO THIS COURT AT THE SAME TIME

witreeaasardhsd 6

THEY’RE BEGINNING THEIR VACATIONS.

andrrtxtﬂ

7

gheduled

ISO, WE ALL HAVE -- SO WE’RE ALL IN THE SAME

ﬁmeﬁauﬂyaﬁxr

8

Sdmb,Richran

BOAT;

IS THAT AGREEABLE?'

aﬂcnxn

gather

9

MR.

GREEN:

10

MR.

RICHMAN:

m

Lgsgm arri

ﬁﬂseewﬁbxe.
ll
Sdudnaﬂ
(kamksdbmmcm
pge4ID,UE¢ 12
Gmaq'isﬂ
13

&£Khiu>nx

THAT’S FINE.
I THINK WE ALSO SHOULD EMPHASIZE

THAT WE ARE STILL WITHIN BUDGET ON THIS CASE.

NOT GONE OVER BUDGET.
THE COURT:

VERY GOOD.

all Robert—
14

Rxmrdﬂsjgi
dihre

witmaaes," was 5115
cggIﬂjﬂxa 'ljsu"
armb,Rkhmn

l6

adGn£nh£

l7

&£ﬁhﬂk§§

m trial!
Hemlgddbre

18

ypuld be al'laed
to their @3919
ofmiai

'

atd<ﬁ1‘UE 20
mxérky
Sdndfs

21

ﬂint;
22
23
24
25

26
27

9

“we...

28

WE HAVE

2882
(THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE

F:

5'.
g.

E

HELD IN OPEN COURT:)

THE COURT:

THE RECORD SHOULD REFLECT I HAVE READ

THE NOTE FROM THE JURORS.
SCHEDULES,

WE ARE MINDFUL OF YOUR

AND AS FAR AS ANY PREPAID VACATIONS,

STILL WELL WITHIN OUR ALLOTTED TIME,

WE ARE

AND COUNSEL ASSURE

ME WE WILL NOT BE ENTERING INTO THIS SACRED TIME OF
Sdm‘dfs

12

accmplioas,

VACATIONS.
THE COURT IS

Nﬂan.

Aniﬁgﬂiihmb,
Vdﬁﬂﬁsﬁxmx
lavdak,unm
clﬂdsuaﬂ.de
pmkaaruts,
hnmsaﬂ

hskes
~————w—

ﬁxm

Rdxrtpaxnxk.

Nsoﬁsdnd»
g;g,afiﬂehr
ggggﬂﬂxs,
Rnﬁsﬂdsn,

EEE,GKL,OJﬂd
cﬂlaicxlﬂe

aergglﬁh
ﬁ5130£
pdﬁcbstnx

l4

ANOTHER TRIAL IS SET TO BEGIN IN THIS COURT AT THE SAME.

15

TIME.

16

COMPLETED BY THIS TIME.

SO,

WE ARE ALL IN THE SAME SHIP.

17

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.

18

WITH THAT IN MIND,

19
20
21

22

Dxm,Mxe

23

W

24

The ﬁn;

MR.

THANK YOU,

RICHMAN:

THE PEOPLE CALL DR.

THE COURT:

YES,

$131125

ﬂataxnptgﬁg
gg§,VOrﬁdk5126
Rxd,nasze,
etc.,MEIe

MR.

WE WILL BE

RICHMAN,

YOU MAY CALL

YOUR NEXT WITNESS.

’I‘hlaml With

Game.

IN THE SAME BOAT IN THAT

27

anndxdoﬂ ad

mmm. 28
for over "10 ﬁg" With them L.A. JLdges, like 3153).

SIR.

YOUR HONOR.
JAMES WEGNER.

CORRUPT, DISHONEST SCHWAB AND HIS RACKETEERING

SCHWAB WITH HIS CORRUPT RACKETEERINC BUDDY JUDGES
”ILLEGALL ” SIOLE WHISTLEBLOWER ROBERT
PEERNOCKIS HOUSES, BANK ACCOUNTS, AND BUSINESS
PROPERTIES AND MADE SCHWAB‘S LAW CLERK DOOM
THE ADMINISTRATOR OF EVERYTHING PEERNOCK ONNED——DOOM
WITH SCHUAB SET—UP THIS MURDER
RACKEIEERING SCHEME.
PEERNOCK'S EXPOSURES OF THE MASSIVE ORGA
NIZED CRIME ON STATE CONTRACTS INVOLVED
SCHWAB,V
WHO AS ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL (AAG) RECE
IVED KICKmBACKS ALONG WITH EEZ“LEGISLATOR
S,
JUDGES AND LACE GOVERNOR. THEIR BID RIGG
ING AND KICK-BACK SCHEMES §Q§T;THE TAXP
AYERS MANY
BILLIONS EACH YEAR. DELIBERATE SHODDY WORK
BY CONTRACTORS TO GET CHANGE ORDERS AND
EETET
jﬂﬂﬂg CLAIMS RESULTED IN MANY LIVES
AND MANY DISASTERS.

DISHONEST, CORRUPT SCHWAB ALSO, AS THE AAG, ARGUED AT THE U.S.
IN CALIFORNIA CAN REPRESENT THEMSELVES. SCHWABiS POSITION
HAS
BRIBED DEFENSE ATTORNEYS CONVICTIONS ARE GUARANTEED. THE
U.S.
THAT SOTTUTSEDP_VIOLATINC PEOPLE S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS,
BUT

SUPREME COURT'THAT NO ONE
ALWAYS BEEN THAT WITH
SUPREME COURT "ORDERED”
SCHWAB REFUSED TO OBEY.

AETER SCHWAB REFUSED TO OBEY THE U.S.
SUPREME COURT, DISHONEST, CORRUPT SCHW
AB MADE THE
SAME ARGUMENT TO THE ROSE BIRD STATE SUPR
EME COURT. AND.A§ATN WAS TORDERED“ TO
STOP
VIOLATING PEOPLE’S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGH
TS. ggﬂﬂAﬁ THEN USED MANY MILLIONS OF
TAXPAYERSJ
DOLLARS IN A MASSIVE CAMPAIGN TO IMPEACH
ROSE BIRD AND THE OTHER HONEST JUDGES ON
THE
STATE SUPREME COURT, AND REPLACE THEM WITH
CORRUPT, DISHONEST JUDGES WHO EACELSCHWAB'S

_gQAI,OF NASS INPRISONHENT OE PONERLESS, ORDINARY PEOP
LE TOR.IRCETQ;

SCHNAB THEN SET-UP A SYSTEM OF BRIBES TO TELL” LOS ANGE
LES JUDGES TQ_YIQLATE ALL
POWERLESS, ORDINARY PEOPLEs' CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
TO CONVICT THEM. AND SENIENCE_THEM To
THE MAEIEQN_EBIEQN_IIMEU AND TO THREATEN AND ERIEE
DEFENSE ATTORNEYS TO_AS§IST-IN GETTING:
CONVICTIONS. AND THE PRISON POPULATION INCREASED FROM
15,000 TO 170,000.
SCHWAB AND HIS RACKETEERING GANG ALSO
MADE SCHWAB A LOS ANGELES JUDGE TO
KEEP CONTROL AND
DIRECT ALL L.A. JUDGES TO ENGAGE IN MASS
IMPRISONMENTLEOR PROFIT AND TQmERIEE
DEFENSE
ATTORNEYS TO iiBLOCK ALL DEFENSE"
TO GET'THE CONVICTIONS.

AND §QEEA§.AND HIS EAQEETEEBIN§_§AN§_GOT AN UN:CONSTITUTIONAL LAW PASSED DENYIN
G THE “JURY
Igggﬁ‘IO DEFENDANTS TO BLOCK DEFENDANIS FROM EXPOSING
THAT THE JUDGES ARE RIGGING JURIES
TO MASS IMPRISON POWERLESS, ORDINARY PEOPLE--BUT_NQT
COPS NHO KILL PEOPLE, AND NOT
POLITICIANS AND JUDGES WHO STEAL TAXPAYERS' MONEY.
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W in US. prisons
not guilty, study suggests
University looked

ati
Only nine cases involved
other crimes. In more than half of

at convicts who
were exonerated

in prison for more

the cases, the defendants had been

picked 1989 as a starting point be-

NEWYORKTIMES

A comprehensive study of 328

crirﬁu'Tal cases over the last 15 years
in which the convicted person was
exonerated suggests that there are
thousands of innocent eo 1e in
risontaav.
Elfiost all of the exonerations

were in murder and rape cases, and
that implies, according to the study,

that many innocent
ole have
been comicted of less serious
crimes. But the study says they

10 years.

WW

ne-

te ' orn neither the intense scrutiny that murder cases tend to receive
nor from the DNA evidence that can
lategorically establish
e innocence of people convicted of rape.
Prosecutors, however, have
questioned some of the methodology used in the study, which was prepared at the University of Michigan
and supervised by a law professor

cause mas the year of the ﬁrst
DNA exoneration. Of the 328 e15?—
‘eraﬁons they identified in the inter«
verung years, 145 involved DNA evidence.

___, i

In 38 percent of the rape cases in
the study, DNA evidence helped
free the inmate. But biological evidenceisfarless likelytobeavajlable
or provide deﬁnitive proof in othe
kinds of cases Onl 20 rcent or
e mu: er exoneranons involved

DNA evidence, and almost all of
those were rape-murders.
The study also found that very
different factors contributed to
wrongﬁil Egnvigtigns in EEC and
murder cases.
Some 90 rcent of false convictions in the rape cases involved %
identiﬁcation by witnesses, very often across races. ln particular, the
study says black men make up a dis-

that the number of exonerations is
quite small when compared with
the number of convictions during
the 15-year period. About 2 million
people are in American prisons and
Jails
The studyidentiﬁed 199 murder
exonerations, 73 of them in capital

proportionate number of exonerated rape defendants.
The racial mix of those exonerated, in general, mirrored that of the
prison population, and the mix of
those exonerated of murder mirrored the mix of those convicted of
murder. But while 29 percent of
those in prison for rape are black,__6_§__
percent of those who were exoner-

cases. It also found 120 rape exoner-

at

there, Samuel R Gross. They say

0

6 crime are.

TRANSCRIPTS OF TAPE RECORDINGS OF INTERVIEWS OF

CRUCIAL WITNESSES WITH LICENSED INVESTIGATORS

WHICH EXPOSED THAT RICHMAN,

AND GREEN IN

FISH,

,A CONSPIRACY WERE USING PERJURED TESTIMONY,

AND

FALSE EVIDENCE TO CONVICT ROBERT PEERNOCK.
THESE TAPED INTERVIEWS WERE SENT TO THE ASSIGNED
APPEAL ATTORNEY, MULTHAUP,

WHO IGNORED THlS CRUCIAL

EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE.

THE TRANSCRIPTS OF THE TAPE RECORDINGS WERE'SENEL

TO MULTHAUP BY ATTORNEY PINKUS,

AND THEY EXPOSE

THE CONSPIRACY TO CONVICT A INNOCENT PERSON AND

STEAL EVERYTHING HE OWNS.
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NOFE.
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IMPLANTING AND CREATING FALSE MEMORIES

IN WITNESSES

IS ONE OF THE MANY TECHNIQUES USED BY PROSECUTORS

AND DETECTIVES TO GET WITNESSES TO GIVE FALSE

TESTIMONY SO THEY CAN CONVICT THE

INNOCENT.

THERE

HAS BEEN MANY CASES PROVING THAT THE POLICE AND

THEIR THERAPIST HAVE

IMPLANTED FALSE MEMORIES

PERSONS THAT THEY GET UNDER THEIR CONTROL.

IN

_
WW Wm... M... ‘
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Forensic Uses of Hypnosis

ally or physically traumatized by the crime and who has an amnesia for part or all of
the events that cannot be accounted for on the basis of head injury or intoxication, or
the need for even a few additional details to allow further investigation.

W

SPONTANEOUS HYPNOSIS AND FALSE CONFESSIONS

W ;...W...‘

Although some individuals cannot experience hypnosis, the other side of the coin is
the extreme hypnotizability of approximately 5 percent of the population. The pre—
viously cited literature (Shor, Ome, & O’Connell, 1962: Tellegen & Atkinson,
I974) demonstrates that spontaneous hypnoticlike experiences do indeed occur
more frequently in people who on formal testing are highly hypnotizable. This
theme has been further amplified clinically. Highly hypnotizable psychiatric patients have been described as having a number of hypnoticlike attributes, including
a naive posture of trust, a proneness to affiliate with new ideas without adequate

critical appraisal, a sense of inferiority that reinforces their own willingness to suspend their critical judgment, a vulnerability to exploitation, and a tendency to rationalize or confabulate (Spiegel, 1974). These individuals may experience many
interpersonal contacts in their life as hypnotic events, even though no one is attempting to induce hypnosis. Their lifestyle is replete with intense, dramatic, absorbing experiences and a desire to please. Many of the attributes of the formal hypnotic experience occur spontaneously. Under duress these patients often experience
spontaneous hypnoticlike symptoms, including amnesia and fugue episodes in
which they seem to function normally but lose awareness of their customary identity
(Spiegel and Fink, 1979). These extreme dissociative phenomena may also occur

airtime,
The dangers of confabulation and an artiﬁcial sense of confidence noted byQia—m
mond (1980) and the California Supreme Court @0216 v. Shirk); 1982) are especially applicable to this small subgroup of the population, whether or not hypnosis
has formally been used. immense, structured, argdlegldig.poligqinterrogation or

preparation for testimony bywan attorney could theoretically haye the same effect

i

up.“ GELWF'A‘r’W‘K 1::

m»,

A

under highly motivated circumstances such as a desire togmpfy with police .

~that a formal hypnotic ceremony could have. Factors that can influengeeyewitness

Esmnmns thawinerabilitxaf witnesses tokens lsdlzy examinerspsing hypno-

sis should be viewed as part of the samenepntinuum. Indeed, one issue often over-

looked in the forensic setting is that of individual differences. ()1) the basis of experience with hypnosis, some individuals are clearly more malleable and VULQEZEPJWQ
exploitation of this kind than others, whetheror'rgtﬂa formal trance is induced. This

is especially imponant in the area of coerced confessions (Spiegel & Spiegel,
1984).
The courts have been cautious about the circumstances under which a confession
is elicited in order to protect the constitutional privilege against self—incrimination.
In our experience the subgroup of hidividuals‘who are extremelyhypnotiaable may
Ee—cspeeiallyyﬂuﬁlpergtble"to evenrsubtle as yvell as overt C0§ICLWU§84F9lng9991:65‘ ‘

Spontaneous Hypnosis and False Confessions
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which becomes a proneness to do so
sion. Their ability to suspend critical judgment,
an imposed premise of guilt, even
via—{coercive setting, may enable them to accept
m, since the law assumes, as its
when they are not guilty. This is a serious proble
of the reasonably prudent man,
pt
fundamental understanding of behavior, the conce
own best interests. However.
his
to
who is not likely to act in a manner contrary

to theirownﬂbest‘intersome individuals are vulnerable to acting in a way contrary
t.m
ests even though they are psychiatrigallyeompetein

was attending college wrote
As an example, a 26-year-old Vietnam veteran who
not received the last two
had
he
that
ain
to the Veterans Administration to compl
g approximately $5000.
totalin
,
tuition
his
checks for his veteran’s beneﬁts toward
two checks, presumathe
him
d
showe
who
He was visited by Secret Service agents
attempting to defraud the govbly signed by himself, and who then arrested him for
or endorsing the checks. He
ernment. He claimed to have no memory of receiving
that it was a scientific meaagreed to undergo a polygraph examination and was told
the examination he was insure of truthfulness that was “100% accurate.” After
signed a confession on the
formed that the test showed that he was lying. He then
although, right after signing it,
premise that he must have had amnesia for the crime
memory of having received it
he stated that he still did not have the money or any
and was then surprised when he was prosecuted for fraud.
tably over whether the
At a pretrial hearing handwriting experts disagreed predic
on the checks in question.
signature was his, and no fingerprints of his were found
convicted two years before on
The defense revealed‘that his older brother had been
the defendant W'zis_®g_n_dtti
charges of forging checks. Onpsychiatric examination
profo‘undwhypnoticﬂtrﬂancebe highly hypnotizable and‘indeed had gime into suchia

the professor/had had
_during»an__e_a_£li_er_‘d_e_n~lgn_strationwin aﬂpsychologyﬁclass that

bep§xeh.iatric “963583;
$99.16 difﬁcslty bringiaabimm 9!.that]mnoggaate--T
trgnce duri‘rlgandjfteljhepglyf1_ed that the defendant had entered a spontaneougn

genfission rcpr6§¢m$z51.ﬁpgritaasgus
graph examinatioaeﬂmﬁhiﬁisninure gatheth,¢.,s
::¢§§£1.l..sitg.a.tiguaﬂle-thaw.
hypnotic compulsive compliance evoked by
oiltuhewproseﬂtign of—
freely elicited confession of guilt. On the basis ofythis testinl

ionvperiod.‘
fered to dismiss charges after a six‘month prosecutor’s pro‘bzg

the subway tracks and lost
IniPeq [e v. Lewis (1980) a woman was pushed onto
the assault. On review of
to
sed
confes
her hand as a result. A man was arrested and
testified that he thought
s
witnes
expert
an
a videotape of the defendant’s confession,
of this testimony, the
result
a
As
state.
the defendant was in a spontaneous trance
later recanted and
had
ant
defend
the
which
jury discounted the initial confession,
the defendant was acquitted.
) a young man was put on
In another case in California, Pea [e v. Reilly(lv978

was arrested, he was in—
trial for the murder of his girlfriend‘s stepparents. When he

that he had murdered her parformed that his girlfriend had already told the police
he confessed to both murofficer
g
arrestin
the
ents. After hearing this report from
man, and he changed his
young
this
on
later
used
ders. However, hypnosis was
nd only to find that she
story to state that he had arrived at the home of his girlfrie
t a gun with him as she had
had murdered her mother with a hammer. He had brough
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instructed him to do and was then confronted by the girl’s father. When the father
lunged at him, he fired the gun, killing him instantly. He maintained this story

throughout his trial. When examined, he was found to be extremely hypnotizable,

ately not
and although the content of his hypnotic recall of the events was appropri
meaning.
the
g
challengin
for
grounds
as
used
was
bility
admitted his high hypnotiza
fulness of his initial confession, which was viewed as a response to the police hav-

he Was
ing informed him that his girlfriend had turned against him. Despite thiS,
convicted by a jury outraged over the crime itself and the fact that the girlfriend,

e for the killing. Although he
who was a minor, had received a rather short sentenc

of the mother, dcwas convicted, he persists in his claim of innocence of the murder
spite the fact that at this point a confession might have resulted in earlier parole.

expert marksOther facts also failed to support the initial confession, including his
when he could
mother
the
murder
to
r
hamme
a
of
use
y
unlikel
manship and the

him (Levine. 1982),
more easily have shot her with the gun he had brought with

T. h_e_m_.ai.n_ 203.1415 thatabisﬂlxtp9tizabls .iDQiyislaal .1 t1 :21 .996“ireﬁstting 152x;
the {OFIJ‘BJEEEQLMPEQEEQQL
scantily whicrublc t0. Hiaaipaleitm, use without
literature bears this out. indicating
nigues. Furthermore, some of the experimental

the formal use
that high hypnotizability may he an equal or more important factor to
studies indiall
not
of the hypnotic ceremony (Zelig & Beidleman, 1981). although

(1983), show that both high
cate this. Some, for example, 1)ywan and Bowers

ary to produce an alterhypnotizability and a formal induction of hypnosis is necess

clear from clinical experience
ation in the recall of information. In any event, it is

hypnetic.i_ndu.c__.__tion Gene:
that hypnoticlike events may vantage EV'lIQLiLfQIDEI ever
be excluded from the

mony has not occurred. For that reason. hypnosis cannot
idea. Thus. there is value
legal settingﬁeven if everyone agreed that it was a good
and in sensitivity to the
setting
forensic
the
in
in measuring hypnotic responsivity
settings.Vliliglﬂyvhypno:_
e
coerciv
in
occur
may
possibility that hypnoticlike events

the extent of
_t_izab1c people are especially vulnerable to their environments, eyegto

not always reasonably
_a_b_angioning their own enlightened self-interests. They are
prudent individuals.

CONCLUSION

111929995?”
In summary, hypnosis is a naturally occurring phenomenon. 99392
eral axvaﬁrgnessfl—t
tration with .IEEEQEHXfOQUS and relative suspension of periph

s to reverse amnesias, espemay be formally applied in certain limited circumstance
Spontaneously under du—
cially those related to traumatic events. It may also occur
but may also create diffiress. Hypnosis can be a useful tool in the forensic setting
be useful in determining to
culties. The measurement of hypnotic responsivity can
Hypnosis is no shortcut or
what degree such problems are likely to have occurred.
ures, but it may be of help in
replacement for standard forensic investigative proced
eg and there is accompa—
special circumstances”especially when trauma has occurg
ering of even a small amount
nying functional amnesia or when the possible uncov
ant additional evidence.
of new information would lead to the discovery of import
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similar stories with the False Memory syﬁdfbmé
Foundation- Some 450 of them have beensuecl
or threatened with lawsuits by their Children:
By Stephanie Salter

the abuse. We wonder what might

be buried among our own gauzy
childhood recollections.
They say, “To everybody else,
' we looked like a happy family.” We

,_ _ . i wonder about the people next door.
Almost never do we wonder:
What i it d ' n 't
n
This is a senes a ut eo 1e
who say it didn’t happen, people

_ whose grown children enteredpsychotherapy or counseling and end-

ed up accusing their parents ofin-

more horrific
You look atone another
and you ask, “Did we die
. and go to hell?”
-— Frances c., 66, whose adult
daughter sued both parents for
alleged childhood Incest, which
she remembered for the ﬁrst

.. time in therapy

- ‘

begged to meet with theiraiildren’s therapists, few have been
I

anted the o
rtunit . Some
have
na
onished for their
“guilt" and denounced es “perpe- .'

.a-

trators” b thera ists who have

‘

never met them or ﬂed to hear ‘their side.
“Until this happens to you per-

sonally or to someone you know,
you hear a story about (incest aocu
sations) and you have the knee-

Speaking in the past tense offa'mi:

jerk reaction: ‘Kill the bastard,’ ”
_ said Pamela Freyd, an accused par.

lies that once were close and lovin
— but now are ripped to SEQ; —

Mememory Syndrome Foundation

cest or even satanic ritual abuse.

Accusations typically:
follow therapy and
grow more and

after a period ofunexplained and

um ical remoteness from their
E ALL HAVE read or
plaid, in which the dau hter or son
\ x / heard compelling stories
__ reported only. f‘I’m workin on
about women -— and a
. some thin in tliera ."
few men -— who have come forb As soon as the parents were
ward to speak publicly of the incest
confronted, often in a letter or
or abuse they suffered as children
phone call, and denied the accusabut only remembered as adults.
Until these
tions, they were cut off.
19 went into
> Althou h most of the moththem
or a su
rt ou ,tliey
ers and fathers literally have
_ say, they had no memory at all of
-

When
memory
holds a
family
hostage

3“ > The accusations usually came

OF TIE EXAMlNER 3TAFF

ant and the director of the False

in Philadelphia. “What we want is
for people to pull back from the
because of a type of treatment gone
“ knee-jerk reaction and hysteria.”
awry: recovered memory therapy.
These mothers and fathers say N Established in March 1992 as
information and research organi- ‘
they know incest and child abuse
zation, FMS Foundation has col, occur, but they are innocent. Many
.lected detailed stories ofsome
have taken polygraph and psycho3 000 families who
the have i
logical tests, hoping to prove it.
The “lucky” ones are accused of ‘ ﬁn lilEely accusiﬁ Ey an adult
. child — mos y women in their 203,
, ritual torture, infanticide and can303 and 408 -— who recovered
‘
nibalism. When charges have esca-

these parents believe their pain is

' lated to that degree and police have _. j‘memories” in therapy.
investigated. people ﬁnd it easier to
consider they might be innocent.

Less fortunate are those accused only of multiple rape and
sodomy, incest that allegedly took
place 10, 20 or 30 years ago.
Three elements are common in
their at ories:

-1-

r‘reyd and her husband, a math. ematics professor at the University

wager of the Institute for Psychological Therapies, in Northﬁeld,
‘___Minn., cites six studies that show

of Pennsylvania, were "first
plunged into this nightmare,” in

- therearemoreunsu stantia

December 1990. A PhD. and
teacher for 20 years herself, Freyd
looked for information in the Penn
library stacks but found almost
,
nothing. So she began to write and
phone therapists and scientists,

of child sex abuse than true gr
founded accusations. Underwager

is an adviser to the FMS Foundation.

and the FMS Foundation formed.

Loss of a child
Toparents who say their fami- ‘

“""' Along with wanting their child-

lies have been destroyed by false
memories, the conﬂicting studies
only underscore their frustration.
They have lost their children and

ren back, FMS Foundation arents
' and their 30-memb5r advrsory
board ofpsychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, researchers
. and academicians want the public
.to consider:
WithOut denying the existence,

are accused of something horrible. “In my opinion, this is the most
devastating thing that can happen to a person,” said Carol, a Southern

California “stay-at-home-mom”
who, along with her husband of 41

insidiousness and tragedy of incest
and child abuse, logic dictates that
not every accusation can be true.
Rather, they say, the mushroom-

ing number ofadult repressed .
memory cases suggests that certain

types of therapy may be inspirin
vivid and detailed “memories" 0

abuse that never occurred.

,

unfounded or untrue accusations“ »

“The only way to stop this phenomenon is to very calmly provide
as much information as possibleto
the public and therapy communi-

ty,” said Freyd. “People have called ‘
us an advocacy group, but what we

are advocating is critical thinkin ,

caution and rational consrdération

. 911016 Muss-ii
Harvard’s Dr. Judith Lewis
Herman, a feminist psychiatrist
and revered authority in the incest
survivor movement, has said: “To
fasten in on this as the main event
is bizarre and far-fetched. It’s like
focusing on third-trimester abortions — the dramatic, the rare, the
one part that makes people agonize
about their choice.”
Using what she said is a proven
standard for measuring false allegations of child sexual abuse, Her- 7
man estimated that, at best, only
10 percent of the FMS parents
could possibly be innocent.

among professionals. Other eons

. tenuous issues are how memory .

works, the deﬁnition of“incest,”

how common multiple personality :

disorder is and how widespread rit-

ualcultabusemightbe. » .

For some perspective; Frbin ,

'1‘.

.

1920-71, 12 cases ofmultiple per.
sonality disorder were reported in

Psychotherapy literature. In the . .>
19803 alone, more than 20.000 peo-

ple were diagnosed with MPD.

HOW can anyone prove that he

or she did not inﬂict such abuse?
Even more difficult, how does a,
parent, accused ofthe worst crime
in our culture, answer everyone‘s
‘roubling but obvious question:
“Why would your own child
nake up something like that?”

years, was barred by a restraining
order from coming near or contact-

”Amie.percentage ofhave»? . ;

ing her two adult daughters and

past retirement age, may never »

three grandchildren.
Like 18 other families who

shared their stories with The Ex-___
‘

which there is radical disagreement

aminer, Carol and her husband
have had years to make sense of
their Kaﬂraesque nightmare.
Most of the parents have asked

that their full names not be prinwd
for fear of further alienating their
children, ofbeing sued, losing their
jobs or,being harassed.
Like Pamela Freyd, these parents have looked for and found
some answers in news stories, professional journals and incest survivor literature. With work they have
discovered that one therapist’s
technique for “memory recovery”

is another’s idea of “false memory“
‘ implantation.”
Hypnosis, for example, once
thought of as the key to the sub-

conscious mind, is now seen by many therapists and scientists as a
suggestive and potentially danger;
ous tool for creatin false '
s '

ents, most ofwhom are near or

ﬁnd a satisfactory answer.

‘

'

“We had a marvelous, sense; .
. tional relationship. She was the '
light of my life," said ‘vonne,’ a

Southern‘California woman,;ofher
40-year-old daughter, who began

with “memories” ofa‘ molesting
_ uncle, then graduated to accusations ofmultiple rape and mutilation by her parents. ‘

'

‘

“I still have allthese cards she
sent to me that say, ‘To my friend
and mother.’ My sweet husband ——

my daughter admired him so
much, his honesty — he died with; pout knowing he’d been accused,
.too,” said Yvonne.
. . ,
a -. Theories for “Why my child?"
abound. Posited by parents and
mental-health professionals, they

involve several elements ofmodern
society, among which are the
changing role of the family and the

existence of millions ofyoung
Americans who were raised to behave in full-time happiness but

now have slammed hard into the
realities of life.

. - "

'»

and events. This, they pointout, is
why courts will not admit as evidence testimony or confessions obtained from a hypnotized person. ..

bility for your life and not blaming

-2.—

er and later to post-war genera- '
tions in our society.”
' ' .

"Adulthood is taking responsi-

mom and pop anymore,” said Los
Angeles socialpsychologist Carol
Tavris. “But that is happening lat-

EHIEB

. Sunday: Recovered memories of
incest and child sexual abuse —

and the American family.
Monday: The parents — loss of
children, grandchildren and repu-

l

"A ' Parents are looked upon as
: “failing,” said Tavris, “because we
{ can’t give (adult children) happi‘
ness and a safe place to live. Ours

' tation.

Nan
“Bung Memorienroken
Families" was written by Examiner

has become a society in Which
there is no room for accident, '
chance and normal human error."

columnist Stephanie Salter andLe;

mﬁsmﬂe series is the

One theory most critics of re-

product of four months ofresearch
in which Salter and Ness;uter-

pressed memory therapy agree up- ,

. on is that, after centuries ofncglect .

,

viewgd 140 mplg, includ mg 35 attomeys and 41 mental-he alth professionals. About 4,000 pages of legal documents, professional
journals, books and periodicals
were reviewed.

'and ignorance aboutchild abuse H

i andlincest, we may have become so I

,sensrtive, we see itwhere it doesn‘t
exist.

‘

,

Especially ifwe are in therapy
-with someone who believes it is cv- »
emvhere. ";

Tuesday: The recanters -— personal stories from women who accused

their parents of sex crimes,them
1991: it back,
Wednesday: The legalities —:£1115;
WM decades-old incest

from mammm the
courtroom.

Thursday: The therapists who help
recover memories — who regulates
them and what is their standard of
care?
Friday: Recovered memories»—
where is the truth?

.; But Pamela Freyd, an accused parent and the director of the

' FalseJ.Memory Syndrome Foundation in Philadelphia,
: 1 '.x_,;f,says,;.sirnply, “What we Want is for people to pull

.

back from the knee-jerk reaction and hysteria.”

The parents who say they have

been falsely accused believe they know too much, too‘ “—"to say that

it did happen. They recount “normal’I and "happy” childhoods.

:They produce boxes ofvacation

’9The mothers and fathers have
medical records, too, and report
cards and neighbors’ recollections,
all ofwhich contradict claims of

chilt so invaded by perversity and violence that huge chunks of

1 photos and home movies ofholiday
‘ celebrations, handmade birthday
. and Father’s Day cards from their
, children as kindergartners, affec-

them had to be repressed.
For a growing number, this evi-

”fromtheir children as college sm-

for child sex abuse cases in 21

'
dence has come in handy.
As a result of legislative reform
extending the statute of limitations -

;,tionato¢letters ofpraise and love '
‘Rdsnts’ and new parents.
: '{Wo have a videotape ofour
; daughter making this wonderful

;,WMutm dad athis retire

gment’ dinner in 1985,” said Frances

?.nofthe lidult child who ultimately '

sued mom and dad for sexual and

physical abuse. The suit was set-

tled out ofcourt. “It’s hard to be-

lieve it’s the same person."

.“But we're lucky," said Joe,

Francss’ 68-year-old husband.
"‘Our other two girls believe us.”

states, including California, some
parents about 450 of the FMS
Foundation families) have been
' sued or threatened with suits for
-‘ these decades-old alleged crimes.

.

Sued or not, almost all of the
parents have been labeled child
molesters by their offspring in letters or phone calls to friends, relatives, neighbors, church congregations — and sometimes police.

" A veteran California police ofﬁcer who has investigated dozens of
cases in which adults accused their
'parents of crimes ranging from in- .

cost to ritual abuse said:
“During (one) investigation, I

'went to the (accusing) daughter’s
house. This little kid, about 4 or so,
met me at the door and said, ‘You
wanna see pictures ofthe grandma

and grandpa we don't have anymore? We're going to burn them up
in the ﬁreplacel’gI went home that
- night and look% at my own E;

Leaping, an

ought, ‘Will he do

this to me when he
3 ug?’ "
Carol Ness o? The Examiner
staff contributed to this report.
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The other account, Anne No

ris’ and Sawin’s, is a litany of ur.
speakable crimes: violent rape a

sodomy, beatings, physical tort:

with electrodes and brooms and
, forced cannibalism at the hands
l unidentiﬁed cult members.

O NORRIS from A-1

Daughter's claims

a use in the
mind’s eye
False memories? A daughter
remembers a childhood of incest
her family says never happened
By Stephanie Salter
N THE EXAMNER STAFF

~.,

\

UST BEFORE Christmas 1989, Judy Nor-

ris and her estranged husband, Albert,

were notiﬁed that their eldest daughter

Anne, then 24, had accused them of incest

and satanicritual abuse and was suing them

for $20 million. ‘ " , '
Anne Norris, through her therapist, Laguna
Beach psychologist Douglas Bruce Sawin, 53,

l7 i'‘

‘‘

BUHIEI]
MEMORIES
BROKEN
FANllLlES

Subconscxous

‘ alleges that her mother, father

and paternal grandparents subjected her to sexual and ritual
torture from infancy until she
was about 16.

Until she began seeing Sawin, patient and therapist

claim, all memories of these

‘ years of alleged abuse were totally buried, or repressed, in her

.

.

iiﬂl'j‘Ann'e Norris’ two grown sisters and brother,
as well as her parents and grandparents, say

‘4.

of abuse disputed

Among other horrors, Anne

i, Norris has said that she was not
I: even born ofher mother but of b

3‘ by breeders who provided infant
‘
.‘7 ‘

the allegations are preposterous. l to a satanic cult.

Like thousands of other families in

North America, the Norrises believe that they and Anne are the

victims of a ‘fcultural hysteria”
caused by a psychotherapy theory
and process — recovered memory
therapy — gone out of control.
Somewhere in therapy or a support group, these families are convinced, their once—loving but troubled adult children were led to embrace a false diagnosis for all their
problems: repressed memories of
childhood sexual or ritual abuse
_ 7 that never happened.
More than 3,000 families have
documented remarkably similar
stories with a year-old, national
parents' group, the False Memory
Syndrome Foundation of Philadelphia. Some 450 of these families
_ have been sued or threatened with
suits by their children.
Judy and Al Norris have been
unable to talk to or visit their

V_ daughter since autumn 1988, when
a; she severed communication. They

'__‘now depend on insurance forms
_ and legal documents to tell them
: what is happening to her.

Through those papers the Norrises have learned of self-mutila-

tion incidents — one requiring

some 80 stitches in Anne's arm —
and a relationship with Sawin that
has produced more than 400 per"
sonal letters from Anne to her
therapist.
To read and listen to Anne Nor- '
ris’ account of her childhood and to ‘
hear her family's account is to ex-

perience two stories at polar oppo-

“'1 4 Sunday. April 4, 1993
‘Face the memories or dle'
“It doesn’t matter that we h:

wrecords ofher birth from St. Jo

.J‘lospital in Santa Monica,” sail

_ Judy Norris in a tired, thin voic
‘jﬂone ofthe facts matters.”
Judy Norrishasmore
a
birth certiﬁcate to counter her
daughter’s accusations Many o

the incidents alleged byAnne N

ris —— relayed through one ofhe:
multiple personalities to Sawin
, involve physical abuses so sever
that most medical experts say t}
would involve a string of hospite
.izations, scars and suspected ba1
tery reports from school ofﬁcials
But there are none.
'
.
, During a telephone interview
with The Examiner, Anne Norri
said she had been “in total denia
for 23 years” before she began to
have memories during her there]
with Sawin.
'
' “I didn’t want these memoriez
she said. “I had to face the memo
rise or die.”
Asked how a grammar schoolage child could function, attend
class and make good grades while
enduring such crippling abuse,
Anne Norris said, "I wasjust a hi;
achiever. Part of my denial was _
keeping up a facade to be a good
student, going out —- I was driven
I spent a lot of my school years to
tally dissociating.”
Dissociation is a psychiatric
term for a process of marked emotional detachment that can occur

sites.
'
The family’s account, supported
during trauma.
by medical and school records, is of ‘
Norris said

her lack ofscars
an imperfect but normal upbringing in Stockton and Orinda, and of could be attributed to the torture
a bright, pretty young woman who ‘ expertise ofcult members and to
graduated with honors from Mira- how quickly her body heals.
In a sworn deposition, Sawin
monte High School and UC-Irv-

ine’s music school.

~‘ said his client was able to function

..—-

EWIKATY RADDAT

rred-

ly members insist the alleged dbas‘es‘never occu

Judy N077733 and 80'! Jon; who with other fami
despite the abuse because, “They
_ .useddrugs so shecould stay awake
;' fin schooL’iHe also said she lacked
i..scarsbeoause,f"l‘heydidthingsin

" Probably the victims of similar,
' repressed abuse themselves. Sawin
7
these parents’ conscious
e . theorized, minds" cannot handle
or “moral

,-

such an abhorrent reality.

" orifices,’§nd usually in the soft tis-

“I’ve never met a perpetrator
who was not a victim,” he said.

sue. They heal very quickly.”
Sawin stated that he himself
was rituallyabusedasachildbut

“'I'hat’s one ofthe reasons why a

“I was shocked, but the robotic
quality of her voice gave me a
worse feeling,” said Judy Norris.
“Her voice had an odd, different
sound. Very clear and calm but do.
tached. She said her therapist said

she needed to take a year off from '
drinking, go to AA and avoid all re-

lationships. She alluded to some
perpetrator has repressed memofrightening incident at a party.”
repressed all memory ofit until his ries: They've been victimized by
20
left
he
time
The next week, the Norrises
the
about
late 403 —~ the same thing. The sheer horror of
_ kept phoning Anne, feeling uneasy.
years ofdevelopmental psychology them engagingin (abuse) is just

for clinical psychology and took on ‘ more than the psyche can handle.” ‘ Once, Al Norris asked if Anne had '
_ ‘AnneNorrisas’aclient. He saidhe
For Judy and her estranged hue-1
hasdiagnosedhimselfas a multiple . band Al Norris, an East Bay attor”I personality andthat Anne Norris ' ney who talked with The Examiner ‘ been sexually assaulted at the par- r
ty. Her reply: “Well, eventually it
: alsohas n W arous‘alter personali-' L but did not want to be quoted, Sa': W " w " " z ;
amounted to that.”
fjﬁes.‘
,
win and his theories are the source
Worried, Judy Norris asked to
’7 ‘ “He saidthatAnn'e’s father and : of a seemingly endless but escalat- ‘
see Anne but was told, “I’m meetI have multiple personality disoring nightmare that began in the
ing my own needs.” Alter several
‘ der; too}? saidJudy Norris. “But he ' summer of 1988.
.
y.
Judy Norris reached Saattempts,
hasn’tevenmetus or asked us
begun
had
Anne
knew
They

aboutmumhim r

Parents;rrre'rrrenes repressed?

""- In a telephonecon’vers'atibn ‘

F’with'rhearmminer,sewin saidhe

therapy but gathered from her
" twice-weekly phone calls it was because of stress relatedto her academic life.

win. When she asked if Anne was
getting rape crisis counseling or

had seen a gynecologist, Sawin
asked Norris to trust him.

' have any conscious memories of
u theseacts.andtheyarerightlybe-

' ' Wilde-red and believe they did not
1

n.”

-

“Then,” said Norris, “there was
But Judy Norris was especially
~ this bigpause and he said, ‘I am
.v ,T‘ wasﬁ‘notatliberty to talk about ' , “ concerned when Anne stopped
,
very, very good at what I do.’ ”
j‘faany‘clientlamseeingor have
‘ j telephoning in August 1988.
seenﬂbuthediddiscusshisviews
The Norrises spent the next 90
by car to Los Angeles
En route
’7 on repression, multiple personality " to enroll
days frustrated and worried, trying
her middle daughter at
,5 " ‘jrder, ritual abuseland false
USC, Judy Norris ﬁnally tracked 4 to reach Anne by phone, rarely succeeding. Judy wrote her. On busi. , memories... . l ' ‘
down Anne by phone. She was
'1;_Parents who claim theyhave ‘ stunned to hear Anne call herself
ness in Los Angeles in early Octobeen falsely accused ofincest, he
ber, Al dropped by Anne’s workan alcoholic.
3'1 said. f‘are pretty frightened indiplace with a teddy bear for her
,._T vi'duals” who. “I believe, do not ,
. birthday. He was met with ice.

5.

~

f M“ Then, on Oct. 14, Sawin phoned
t, to see iftheLNorrises’ insurance
‘mnldcoverhospitalization for, '-

In his phone conversation with"
The Examiner, Sawin said that

“sometimes it takes years” for
memories ofabuse to emerge and
that, L0!all his 60 weekly clients, _

Anne. She:wasl“feelingimsafewithl

is 1109911172»? ﬁﬁids andhaébesmtadtw
if? muted'

g : toiliosprtal.‘ ' ‘ ted _ s: iris-ts:

:

{‘Not one walked in my ofﬁce and

" said. fI’m an incest survivor.’ "
Asked in a deposition how many

Wethm
.1”
1 4-—

sa—‘Las

‘Itfs'becdﬁs‘Eyopiny .

iis,Anne called

m the hospital,

"“Iwas'cbringinside andStrug.

imrNOms isbehevedby
the rest
s"?»"""~‘
A

“has.

Judy Norris. “I told herth

at she’d
' always saidasherbe
stﬁ-iend, -- t
and that this was like losing
my
frie
nd as well as my daught
er. In ‘
this tiny. little voice, she
said,
17% it's not forever.’
”
e next time Jud No '
able to see Anne was tim
eymu

.”

' ‘read a long,jargonfladen letter
,
,Labont separatinglfrom her mother
and said shedid notw'antJudy ; s 1

Norris'to try to contact her.

m:

,” said 1 ‘

; ries, Sawin said. “That wouldbe .—
ra '

_‘, fr

ﬁxig'ﬁrgﬁélhadtowonder why
~erytqcilild make'it'ilp',” saidAnne's

gramming

and reach the girl I knew

. L.

strummingtbemn‘vsmeon, told?
L AlNOfriﬁloﬁ’knqwiwhatcaused

{ififthisproblem‘

gling to say something that wo
uld

break through all the pro

f, ofhis clients had repressed memo-

is msamphmamom

K7

_. later at the ﬁrst offour dep
osition
“I’ve gone to all ofthemjus s.
tto
be able to see her,”'said the
mother.
“At one deposition, I broke
all the ,
“Jules.
When we took a break,-

Ieaid,
L.Sawin,doyouthinkitwmi
ld '
_,‘.be ina

,

ppropriate ifI told my
”daughter thatI love her?’
”
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‘ a
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‘ a lacility that ls associated with an
established hospital or university.
'
o
A ln San Francisco: Mount Zion.
' 8857415; UCSF's Langley Porter.
in the East Bay: UCl Berkeley. (510) 642-2055; Family
' to make 4.. Of lawsuits in general; therapist ' Services Agency. (510) 834-5433.
rtsthemif‘ﬁt l) in Marinfcouhty relerral. 499—6835;
Sawin said he .—
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'onsgm willfacilitate aclient's healin ." Family Services Agency, 4
e d 1
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Asked ifthe increasing intensity ' ofher last visitto Orinda. ,

, ofAnne’s self-mutilation incidents

‘

“I remember her asleep -— my

gmwndaughter—inthetwinbedi
in Marnie’s room,” she said. “I
walked over andjust looked at her ;

face -- so peaceful. I smoothed the
stray locks ofdark hair from her, '
forehead, and I felt — I felt a heart
that was full oflove. I can’t explain
W .‘ M ' " l AnneNorn‘sbes. andworseandworse,and1ean’t . it. It’sjust being a mother, I guess.”
' During his interview with The ‘
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More man 3,000 we w dcéﬁmdiiéél

similar stories with the False MemOry, Syndrome

FoundatiOn. Some 450 of them have beensued
or threatened with lawsuits by their "Ecliildrenlvgi
By Stephanie Salter

When

05 “E EXAMINER STAFF

'WEALLHAVEreador

family
hostage
Accusations typically:
follow therapy and
grow more and
You look atone another

and you ask, “Did we die
. and go to hell?”
— Frances c., 66, whose adult
daughter sued both parents for

alleged childhood Incest, which

she remembered for the ﬁrst
.. time in therapy
'

unt ical remoteness from their
chilgi in which the den hter or son
reported only, “I’m
workin on
.
some thin in there .”
b As soon as the parents were ~
confronted, often in a letter or
phone call, and denied the accusa—
tions, they were cut off.
> Althou h most of the mothers and fathers literally have

heard compelling stories

memory
holds a

more horriﬁc

3" > The accusations usually came
after a period ofunexplained and "

about women — and a
few men -— who have come for,
ward to speak publicly of the incest
or abuse they suffered as children but only remembered as adults.
Until these eo 1e went info
there or a su
rt
u , they
. say, they Ed no memory at all of
‘ the abuse. We wonder what might
be ed to meet with their childbe buried among our own gauzy
renls therapists, few have been
I
childhood recollections.
anted the o
rtunit . Some
. They say, “To everybody else,
have
na
onished for their
_. we looked like a happy family." We
"guilt” and denounced as “perpe- ,wonder about the people next door. .n trators" b there ists who have _
‘
Almost never do we wonder:
never met them or ﬂed to hear ‘Whati ltd n't
their side.
en
This is a series a ut eo is
“Until this happens to you perwho say it didn’t happen, people
sonally or to someone you know, _ whose grown children entered psyyou hear a story about (incest accu
chotherapy or counseling and endsations) and you have the kneeed up accusing their parents of injerk reaction: “Kill the bastard.’ "
cest or even satanic ritual abuse.

Speaking in the past tense oftenti-

lies that once were close and lovin
— but now are ripped to shards —

on.

said Pamela Freyd, an accused parent and the director of the False
Mememory Syndrome Foundation

in Philadelphia. “What we want is
these parents believe their painis
for people to pull back from the
because of a type of treatment gone
-' knee-jerk reaction and hysteria."
awry: recovered memory therapy.
These mothers and fathers say h. Established in March 1992 as er.
information and re
they know incest and child abuse
organization, FMS Foundation has coloccur, but they are innocent. Many
.lected detailed stories of some
have taken polygraph and psycho“3,000 families who say they have
logical tests, hoping to prove it.

The “lucky” ones are accused of

. ritual torture, infanticide and can; nibalism. When charges have esca' lated to that degree and police have
investigated, people ﬁnd it easier to

consider they might be innocent.
Less fortunate are those so-

cused only of multiple rape and
sodomy, incest that allegedly took
place 10, 20 or 30 years ago.
Three elements are common in
their stories:

V been falsel accused by an adult
.child — mostly women in their 208,
30s and 403 — who recovered
‘
_ j‘memories” in therapy.

_l_

Freyd and her husband, a math-

wagerofthelnstituteforPsycho-

, ematics professor at the University

logical Therapies, in Northﬁeld.

of Pennsylvania, were “first
plunged into this nightmare,” in
December 1990. A PhD. and

___Minn., cites six studies that show
- , there are more unsu stantia

unfounded or untrue accusations-

teacher for 20 years herself, Freyd
looked for information in the Penn
library stacks but found almost
.

of child sex abuse than me or
founded accusations. Underwager

is an adviser to the FMS Founda-

nothing. So she began to write and

tion.

phone therapists and scientists,
_and the FMS Foundation formed.

5" Along with wanting their child'

ren back, FMS Foundation arents
.

‘ and their ISO-memr advmory

board ofpsychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, researchers
and academicians want the public
to consider:
Without denying the existence,

who, along with her husband of41

not every accusation can be true.
Further, they say, the mushroom-

years, was barred by a restraining
order from coming near or contact-

'

memory cases suggests that certain

types oftherapy may be inspiring ,
vivid and detailed “memories” of » .
‘
abuse that never occurred.
“The only way to stop this phe—
nomenon is to very calmly provide
as much information as possible-to
the public and therapy community,” said Freyd. “People have called .

us an advocacy group, but what we
are advocating is critical thinkin ,
caution and rational consideration

..-.~.9.f.the. issues? . ._ ,

1

devastating thing that can happen to a person,” said Carol, a Southern
California “stay-at-home-mom”

insidiousness and tragedy of incest
and child abuse, legic dictates that

ing number of adult repressed

l

Loss of a chlld
Toparents who say their fami- ,
lies have been destroyed by false
memories, the conﬂicting studies
only underscore their frustration.
They have lost their children and
are accused of something horrible. '
“In my opinion, this is the most

Harvard’s Dr. Judith Lewis
Herman, a feminist psychiatrist
and revered authority in the incest
survivor movement, has said: “To
fasten in on this as the main event
is bizarre and far-fetched. It’s like

focusing on third-trimester abortions -- the dramatic, the rare, the .
one part that makes people agonize
about their choice."
‘
Using what she said is a proven

standard for measuring false alle-

gations ofchild sexual abuse, Her- .
man estimated that, at best, only
10 percent of the FMS parents
could possibly be innocent.

ing her two adult daughters and
three grandchildren.
Like 18 other families who

shared their stories with The Ex;
aminer, Carol and her husband
have had years to make sense of
their Kafkaesque nightmare.
Most of the parents have asked

that their full names not be printed
for fear of further alienating their
children, of being sued, losing their

jobs or_being harassed
Like Pamela Freyd, these parents have looked for and found
. some answers in news stories, pro-

fessional journals and incest survivor literature. With work they have
discovered that gas therapist's
technigue for “memory recovery:
is another’s idea of “false memory
7
j implantation.”
nosis for example, once

thought of as the key to the sub-

conscious mind, is W‘
there ists and scientists as a

W89
351‘
.
ous tool for creating false 3388934.
l‘

and events. This, they point out,
is
why courts will not admit as evidence testimony or confessions obtamed from a hypnotized person.
__,

which there is radical disagreement

among professionals. Other con- '

. tenuous issues are how memory

works, the deﬁnition of “incest,”

how common multiple personality
disorder is and how widespread ritual cult abuse might be.
7 ‘
For some perspective: From
1920-71, 12 cases ofmultiple per-

. sonality disorder were reported in

psychotherapy literature. In the ,
19803 alone, more than 20,000 people were diagnosed with MPD.

How can anyone provethat he

or she did not inﬂict such abuse? ‘
Even more difﬁcult, how does a: ,,
parent, accused ofthe worst crime
in our culture, answer everyone’s

‘mubling but obvious question:
“Why would your own child
nake up something like that?”

“‘A’Iarge percentage ofdiaper? . :
ents, most of whom are near or
past retirement age, may never

ﬁnd a satisfactory answer. ' 1

,"j

“We had a marvelous, sensa-. '
. tional relationship. She was the ‘ '
light ofmy life,” said “Yvonne,” a
SouthernCalifornia woman, ofher
40-year-old daughter, who began
with “memories" of a molesting
uncle, then graduated to accusations of multiple rape and mutila.
tion by her parents. ,

“I still have allthese cards she
sent to me that say, "1‘0 my friend
and mother.’ My sweet husband -—
my daughter admired him so
much, his honesty — he died with. out knowing he'd been accused,
too,” said Yvonne.
V

- Theories for “Why my child?”
abound. Posited by parents and
mental-health professionals, they
involve several elements ofmodern
society, among which are the

changing role ofthe family and the
existence of millions ofyoung

' Americans who were raised to be
lieve in full-time happiness but

now have slammed hard into the
‘ realities of life.
.
i ,
“Adulthood is taking responsi-

bility for your life and not blaming
mom and pop anymore,” said Los
Angeles social psychologist Carol
Tavris. “But that is happening lat!

-2.—

er and later to post-war generations in our society.”

' .

EHIES

. Sunday: Recovered memories of
incest and child sexual abuse —
and the American family.
Monday: The parents — loss of
children, grandchildren and repu-

l

I" Parents are looked upon as
7' “failing,” said Tavris, “because we

ﬁ - tation.
Tuesday: The recanters — person-

can’t give (adult children) happi-

i
l

ness and a safe place to live. Ours
has become a society in which
there is no room for accident, ‘
chance and normal human error."

One theory most critics ofre- --

pressed memory therapy agree up-

l

. on is that, after centuries of neglecti

‘ and ignorance about child abuse g,

t

€ and‘incest, we may have become so

1, sensitive, we see it where it doesn’t l
'

artist.

_

Especially ifwe are in therapy
- with someone who believes it is ev- 3
ervwhere. f

Nets
“Buried Memories/Broken

Families” was written by Examiner
columnist Stephanie Salter and reporter Carol Ness. The series is the
product of four months of research
in which Salter and Ness inter-

viewed 140 people, including 35 attorneys and 41 mental-health professionals. About 4,000 pages of legal documents, professional
journals, books and periodicals
were reviewed.

al stories from women who accused
their parents of sex crimes, then
took it back.

Wednesday: The legalities —- taking memories of decades-old incest
from the therapist’s couch to the
courtroom.

Thursday: The therapists who help
recover memories — who regulates
them and what is their standard of
care?
Friday: Recovered memories-—
where is the truth?

. But Pamela Freyd, an accused parent and the director of the

i False. Memory Syndrome Foundation in Philadelphia,
' , says rsiinply‘, .“What we want is for people to pull
0 back from the knee-jerk reaction and hysteria.”
The parents who say they have
, been falsely accused believe they knowtoomuch,too -'— tosaythat
.it did happen. They recount “nor-

mal” and “happy" childhoods.
, Theyproduce boxes ofvacation

; photos and home movies ofholiday

“ celebrations, handmade birthday
_, and Father's Day cards from their

children as kindergartnsrs, affec- ,

eﬁonateletters ofpraise and love
gfrom their children as college stu’ dents and new parents.

{eff'We have a videotape ofour

; daughter makingthis wonderful

gspsechaboutherdadathisretiw

{mentdinner in 1985." said Frances

{qofthe adultchild who ultimately '
1 suedmom and dad‘for sexual and
physical abuse. The suit was settledout ofcourt. “It’s hard to believe it's the same person.”

49% we’re lucky,” said Joe,
Frances’ 68-year-old husband.
'“Our other two girls believe us.”

ﬂThe mothers and fathers have

medical records, too, and report
cards and neighbors’ recollections,
all of which contradict claims of
childhoods so invaded by perversi-

ty and violence that huge chunks of
them had to be repressed.

" A veteran California police ofﬁcer who has investigated dozens of

cases in which adults accused their
'parents of crimes ranging from in- .
cost to ritual abuse said:
“During (one) investigation, I

For a growing number, this evi'
dence has come in handy.
As a result of legislative reform

‘went to the (accusing) daughter’s

for child sex abuse cases in 21

and grandpa we don't have anymore? We’re going to burn them up

extending the stamte of limitations .

states. including Qdifemiwame.

parents gabout 4 50 ofthe EM§
Egundation fam lies

v

n

,sued or threatened with suits for
* ﬂiesgdecades-old allege_d crimes.
' Sued or not, almost all of the
parents have been labeled child
molesters by their offspring in letters or phone calls to friends, relatives, neighbors, church congregations —- and sometimes police.

house. This little kid, about 4 or so,
met me at the door and said, ‘You

wanna see pictures of the grandma
in the fireplacel’ll went home that
- n i ht and look at m own i

W
552...EM gt Wanna do
t istomew en e

sup?”

Carol New 07 Tﬁ Examiner

staff contributed to this report.
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Child abuse
charges get a
second look
By John Ritter
and Bob Ross

USA TODAY

SAN DIEGO — Nearly a year
after Dale Akiki’s acquittal, re—
cnminations in one of the state’s
prost lurid child sexual abuse
cases still reverberatg
First, jurors who found no basis for
m l
'
aggiinst Akiki ripped his prosecu-

tign as a sham.

", en a
nd ‘u scalded the
dis rict attorney for an investiga—
tion ong on hype and innuendo

tLu short on evidence.
Now, in a fgderal lawsuit.
Akiki charges prosecutors, therapists and members of his former

church with a malicious Witch—

hunt. The unassuming Naty sup
ply clerk — who languished 21/2
years in jail without bond on
charges that he sexually molested and abused nine of the children he watched at his church —
is seekin restitution.
“He went through hell because
of zealoby and lack of discretion
by the DA’s ofﬁce," says public
defender Kate Coyne. “It was a
total fabrication.“
Prosecutors deny the charges
and plan to ﬁle motions to dismiss them from the suit.
Like the notorious McMartin
-Pre~School case in Los Angeles,
Akiki’s ordeal raises questions
about the reliability of testimony
from children and methods of

Questioning them.
.

“This case created awarenem
that child abuse matters can be
come like Salem witch hunts and

we get our judgment fogged,”

says forensic psychologist Tom
MacSpeiden.
But Kenneth tanning special

agent in the FBI’s behavioral science unit, says prosecutors in
child abuse cases face a dilemma: “I defy any DA, with 40 kids

saying they were sexually
abused, to send them home and
say it didn’t happen.”
And such cases proliferate.
last week, Essex County, NJ,

principal Frank Catrambone and .

eight others were cleared of mo-

lestin oun irls after a yearlong probe. 'l hey'd been implicated in a grotesque sex ring.

Courts in the same county last
year threw out a daycare teach-

er's sexual abuse conviction, .111;
ing investigators used improper
techniques in intervrewrng young
witnesses.
The Akiki case spawned bizarre tales of satanic ritual abuse
—- animal sacriﬁce, torture, beatings and sexual activity.
Milton Silverman, Akiki's lawyer, says prosecutors let these
tales spread without proof to sup
port them.
Dozens of children in therapy
made allegations. But Silverman
says therapists — hand-picked by
prosecutors because they were
thought likely to conﬁrm ritual
abuse — coached kids into making up evenE.
,
e prosecutors lawyer, Deb-

orah Peterson~Lee, says thera—

pists “came from many different
sources." The investigation’s to
cus was "abuse, period — not ﬁt
ual abuse. That was something
created later by others."
In fact, many experts doubt satanic ritual abuse exists as a large
organized phenomenon.
Lanning has studied ritual
abuse reports for years and never conﬁrmed one. “These cases
continue to involve unsubstantiatL
ed allegations of bizarre activity
that are hard either to prove or
disprove,” he says.

Stephen Herman, a Yale psychiatry professor, is dubious:
“The idea that ritual abuse is
widespread and a cancer in our

land is something that hasn't
been proved."
Still, therapists’ groups hold ritual abuse conferences and law
enforcement takes it seriously.
Deputy district attorney Mary

Avery is a founder of a ritual
I'abuse task force here. Thus she
had a vested interest in pursuing

“The therapists should have
been more careful," says Tom

in a 4-yearold‘s mind merelv bv

(Child abuse) cases .
continue to inVolve -

“The whole ritual abuse i$ue is a

tions of bizarre activity.
that are hard either to

"You can put virtually anything

km
11 ‘o s.”
But Brandt Caudill, lawyer for
seven of the therapists, says:

job they could with these kids. No
one had a hidden agenda. No one
implanted anything in the kids."
Caudill says new defense tac-

tics were adapted after MgMar_t_i_n_ —— the nation’s longest and

W which

ended with no ggmigtigns, "Now,
it's attack the therapists, assert
they’re leading the kids to concluSIOHSl

Akiki’s suit seeks unspeciﬁed
damages for emotional distress,
slander, false imprisonment, ro—
fessional negligence and cm
rights violations, but won‘t come
to trial before next year.
Meanwhile. longtime District
Attorney Ed Miller is out of aiob,
losing in a primary, largelv be
pause of fallout from the case.
Miller's critics say he's done little with grand jury recommendations for overhauling sexual
abuse procedures.

psychotherapy on trial.

Witnesses were

_brainwashed to

{repeat what the
Prosecutor wanted.

‘The Prosecutor,

detectives and
their therapists
lintentionally

limplanted and

In April, he admitted mistakes

created false
———_—
in the case. Among them: Therapy sessions with the kids should
imemories in the
have been videotaped.
Jurors said after Alc‘ki’s trial
:children so
that if kids had been terrorrzecF .
l

by anyone, it was by thera ists.
“Children and their parents
bear the scars,” says David Hop

kins, a lawyer and friend of
Akiki. "Thev were made to be
lieve this stuff hapgned. Now
they distrust the system."
As for Akiki, he’s become
something of a local hero.
He walked out o court a year

ago and into a white limo, rented
lives,
n members chargeﬁ
wrtﬁ murder ﬁaa protected ﬁlm.
“I think Dale should be made
whole," says Coyne. “There’s not
enough money in the county trea- '
Vsugy to make him whole."-

taminated the. investigation. _
In seven months of testimony,
Akiki’s lawyers successfully put

. '4 17s Kenneth Leaning

He says therapists ”did the best

now, Avery could not discount
the stories coming out of Faith
Chapel, where Akiki took care of

allowed to talk about the case
among themselves, which con-

prove or disprove.

and therapists.”

by sheriff’s deputies. In a an culture where abusers fear for their

kids during church services. The
problem was that parents were

“Withstaﬂﬁated allege:

red herring created by the de
tense. It was used to call into
question the credibility of kids

Akiki, his suit charges.

But for all the second—guessing

‘5

MacSpieden, a witness for Akiki.

, {they

could get

ha conviction.

A4

saturday,November‘zo,1993—D1ti‘liiviiéiébéﬁlb
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w Church teac er acquitted
. r..,

of mo|estat‘ibhéchaﬁgéseﬁ.
“If‘Or years I’ve‘ been telling people my i

The Associated Press
t. SAN DIEGO —- A‘jury on Friday ‘
acquitted a former Sunday school teacher

of charges that he raped, sodomized and ‘

tortured nineyoung children who he 1
babysat'at a church.
After seven months of graphic testimony and just seven hours of deliberations,

the Superior. court jury sided with Dale
Akiki, who wept on the stand last month
as he said: “I loved those kids as if they
were my own I thought they loved me,”
Akiki,- 36, slightly deformed since

birth, laid his head on a table and sobbed
after the verdict. An hour later, he walked

out of jail after 2-1/2 years behind bars,

evidence for aconVictionﬂi ”‘51

' ‘ ,. ~

“we believed the'children. We thought

the kids Were believable, that they were
telling the truth,” Miller said. »
.
But many jurors said they didn’t

believe the 11 youngsters who took the

stand to accuse Akiki of sexually abusing
them, and then threatening them with .

death if they told.

" ‘

'

“It just wasn’t believable. I‘ felt they
were so rehearsed, so coached,” said juror
Jeanne Jones. “I think it’s a terrible thin

Another juror, college student Autumn
McCullogh, said: T‘I feel that the children
believed what they were saying. But I

think it’s really sad that they believe
, »

'

7 '

that.”

watched over him while he was held with.
.
out bail.
“I had a lot of protection, and I appreci-

The verdict is expected to have broad
implications ' for sexual abuse cases
nationwide where the memories of very

ated it,” he said, repeating “thank you,

young children are called into question. ,

thank you,” to supporters gathered
around. Akiki then climbed with family
members into a limousine donated anony-

“Justice has been served,” said defense
attorney Kathleen Coyne.

DistrictrAttorney Edwin‘Miller Jr., ,
said he'Was “somewhat astounded” by the
quick verdict and his ofﬁce had enough ’

that he had to spend an that time in jail.”

saying he was ane at no one.
“I just want to go home,” Akiki said. “I
just want to hug my wife again.”
He thanked those inside the jail,
including sheriff’s deputies, who he said

mously by sheriﬁ’s deputies.

son is innocent,” said Aldki’s‘mOther, Kay ‘
. Booth. "‘Now the world knows it,” v‘ -

‘

The Children were 3 and 4 years old‘ at
the time of the alleged abuse in 1988 and
‘1989 at the evangelical Faith Chapel in
'
'
Spring Valley.

fluff? this was an finito'té’nt“ man who _
91113 2-1/2 gears in is i1, and if dozens of

c 1 en had memor es'of‘molestation
that never occurred ihere'is sdmetEmg
seriousl wron With the way these‘cases

rare investi aid” said Paul. Phngsf,’.'a

local attorneywho had criticized Miller
for bringing -* the case, and“ may ‘ run

,a$m§”mn“'r;t'm“sit*n~
' f Akiki was

th

r

'

35 counts ir

i h- roﬁle trial the'lon est crimrna
——-—-

tgg jg §an Diego 00q

s on.

»

Although prosecutors contended he
abused 11 children, they charged him in
connection With only nine. ‘ '

Prosecutor had
false memories

implanted and

created

in his

witnesses.

‘
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. Doctor

loses suit

Dr. Judlth Co-

nic: walks out
a Plttsburgh

on abuse
tall tales

courtroom Frlday without
Speaklng to re-

porters any
losln a mal-

W

flled by a cou-

Allegedly failed to
check client’s story

ple Who had
been charged
with sexually
abuslng thelr

By Jeffrey Bair
Associated Press

ter.

PITTSBURGH — A jury awarded more than $272,000 Friday to a
couple and their teenage daughter
who sued a psvchiatrist for allegedly failing to evaluate the daughter's sensational claims of sexual
abuse by her parents.
Richard and Cheryl Althaus,
who were arrested and charged
with sexual abuse before their
daughter, Nicole, recanted, won
§213.899 in their mal ractice lawsuit against Dr. Judith Cohen and
the University of Pittsburgh’s
Western Psychiatric Institute and
Clinic. The jurv awarded §58,333
to their

-vear-o L

aug ter.

Cohen began seeing tlﬁ—teenagar in 1991 after Nicole told authorities she had been abusedxgg;
hen diagnosed her client as suffer-

ing from post-traumatic stress
disorder brought on bv sexual
‘

l

teenage daugh- '

.

.

“She saw the dia cars as a certgjnty and did not check out anything else. You can’t do that,”
Richard Althaus said after the
verdict.
“She was the key person in the
entire system. For a jury to ﬁnd
that she was at fault is a great victory.

The couple told the jury that

Associated Press

bills from their daughter’s 100
therapy sessions with Cohen,
their lost wages and other costs
totaled about $160,000.

The jury voted 10-2 in favor of
the verdict.
Cohen and Jeffrey Wiley, attor—
ney for her and the hospital, left
the courthouse without commenting. In court,
en ar ied tha
herjob was to treat Nicole, not in-

vesti ateher.
Wiley said that challenging the
patient’s claims during therapy
could have deepened her depression.

After Nicole leveled her charges
of abuse, authorities arrested he:
mirents and put her in foster care.
Some of Nicole's claims were
discounted immediately She
claimed her grandmother flew
about on a broom, she was tor-

her patient was abused.
Prosecutors dropped the charges against the parents when NTcdle refused to testify against

ﬁlm...

The family, which lives in the
well—to-do Pittsburgh suburb of
Mount Lebanon, reconciled after

Nicole told a judge in 1992 that
$t had made everything up.
en the verdict was read, Cheryl Althaus closed her eyes, sighed ‘
and held her husband’s hand ‘
across their daughter’s lap.
Cohen now treats children at a
sexual-abuse clinic at Allegheny
General Hospital in Pittsburgh.
Nicole Althaus is seeing another
psychiatrist three times a week
and attending Duquesne University.

“I'm going back to college," a

tured with a medieval thumbscrew device, she bore three chil-

smiling Nicole Althaus said after 1

dren who were killed, and she was

A separate lawsuit filed by the
familv in federal court accuses

raped in view of diners in a
crowded restaurant.
Cohen testiﬁed she never believed the wildest tales of orgies,
murders and torture but that she
doesn’t know even today whether

the verdict.

nearly everyone else involved in

the gLse — mosecutors, social
workers, mlice detectives andﬁ
child-advocacv attorneys — of mishandling the investigation.
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Emsscutors drop.

NJchildsex case
.2;

AfteilO" ears charges are dismissed
ByEvalvnNieves " ‘i , ‘
£31.!"x9
'539‘3 5'
‘‘
,i

over,” she said. “And above all, I

praise God for the returning of my

" rightful freedom and good name

NEWKRKNJg Endin" one of

and the .right to live a quiet and
decent life." 1'
'
. abuse-scandals int e nation. ,
Michaela also emphatically

~'th€’1n_ostlsensationa child sex-

prosecutors; lriday” formally
dram theirf case against Margaret-Kelly Michaela, the former day

caref‘te‘acherco spent ﬁve ears
hf Afl‘sbriibefore her 1
eonwctionpwasﬂov’erturned on appeal

maintained her innocence and
criticized the rosecutors who
tried the case. zzllie way they

questioned those children was

outra
us ” she said.
23 a who took on the case after t e conviction was overturned
on appeal, said he had waited
beforistate Superior u'rtJudge ~ eight months for the state to make
Josephi'Falcone,’ assistant Essex “the right decision."
,

.- -:n;;,:ra;;1i§a4mg;rsa )1 Afternoon ’
' county, prosecutor John Redden

t

saidhis office decided to seek dis-

mis‘s'al because too’many obstacles

Wu placed in the way of a
successful retrial. »
»

“I’ve been trying to talk to the

prosecutors all this time and urge
them to make an objective decision,” he said. “I think the prose-

cutors did just that after casting
iMichaels, ‘32, has been free on ‘ aside the inﬂuence of the prosecu$75,000 bail since‘ March 1993, tors who tried the case.”
‘

I ‘ when a three-judge appellate divi-

sion panel ruled that her trial was
, full of e' e 'ous‘ rosecutorial
, abu'se’s' ‘mraurdllng questiomng ol

Arrestec a : the height of the
mult ole-c1i d sex-abuse scandals

9f the 19mm, Michaela was
charged with performing sexual
dren thatplanted sum- ' acts on the children in 1984 and

e c
tionsI tainting their testimony.

Theidismissal closes a 10- ear
odyssey that began when lai-

chaels, a Pittsburg nativeI was a

22-year-o aspiring actress working'at the Wee Care Nursery in
‘ Maplewood, NJ. »‘

It also‘ adds her case to the

, growing number of lengthy, expensive, multiple-child sexual-

abuse trials across the country in

which defendants were ac itted'
or had their convictions overturnE§us§ tﬁe interrogations ol

the c I

ran in t e cases were

found to have planted suggestions

in their minds.

Michaela told reporters at the
West Orange ofﬁce of her lawyer,
- Alan Zegas, on Friday that she
harbored no bitterness, planned to
marry her ﬁance, free-lance jOurnalist Jay Romano, have children
. and become a writer, starting with
a bookabout her ordeal.
,

,‘“I am greatly relieved to have

this #nvwikln nin‘atwynwn ﬁnally-

1985, including playing naked
games, probing their bodies with
knives and forks and forcing them

to eat feces and defecate on her.

Slhe was convicted after a $3

mi lionI 11-month trial on 115

counts of sexually abusmg 19 children. Sentenced to 47 years in
prison, she was denied bail pending her appeal.

The chiefprosecutor in her trial,
Glenn Goldberg, could not be

reached for comment on Friday.

Redden said he was "not authorized" to answer questions
from reporters. But at Friday afternoon’s hearing, he told Falcons
that the state had lost some witnesses when parents decided that

putting their children back on the

witness stand was not worth the
psychological damage. Others
were unavailable, he said.
And he added that the New Jersey Supreme Court’s ruling that a
pretrial hearing would have to be
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3 Margaret Kelly Michaela, 32. beams Frlday after prosecutors de‘ clded not to retry her on chlld sex-abuse charges. -Mlchaels
served ﬁve years In prison before her convlctlon was overturned.
, 'childrews testimony was reliable present at the hearing. They had
. placed an undue burden on prose- been told Thursday that the proscutors given‘the age of the case ecutor would not retry the case.
andthe very young age
7 Of the chil- _ After Michaels’ conviction "our-

dren at the time of the trial.

, In fact, the prosecutor would
'r~ have:
7 faced a major legal hurdle.
.The New Jerse Su reme Court
. in a unanimous decxsion in June
. upholding the_appellate panel's
' decision to overturn the convic-

' tion, ruled that if the state decid-

-" ed to‘re-Frosecute Michagbs it
, must p
uce cear and convmcin evidence” that statements and
@umogy elicited by impromr intemew tec m ue
[g reliable
5 enouéﬁtowarr nt adm ssion.

‘ , The court shoppe-E siort of in-

“structing the prosecutor to drop
, the case, but clearly did not be—

~' lieve the children’s testimon
~ would Had up.

» Essex»~*County Prosecutor Clif-

nahsts researchin the case read

transcripts ol the children’s interviews that suggested to them that

the children had been coaxed or
rodda mto as

n

Ra mowitz ersuaded Morton
ﬁtavm, a cm‘l r1 55 la er, E6
take the case. 6 evote two
ears to the ef'f' rt, but Elia shortly Elm-e Michaels’conviction was

mm
.

A

ford Minor called the decision not ‘

‘ to prosecute “the most difﬁcult" of
" his term. In a statement issued
' Friday, he said the withdrawal of
thel‘charges “should not be construed as any‘adverse reﬂection

.upon the veracity of the victim
9 fichildren or their parents.”
5 ” . None of the parents of the children .involved'in the case were ,

that Michaela

t e
ebhie Nathan
a mgr-tar for The Vi age oxce,
an
orot
inowitz w 0 researched the case lor l-larper’a
magazine, each concluded that
Michaela
had Been denied a fair
.
%

"
f i ‘
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RECOVERED MEMORIES: New Hampshire prosecutors

'

say they will appeal a ruling that testimony based on reprmd memory therapy is not scientiﬁcally relEtble and

can’t be used in the trials of two men W
The ruliﬁ by Judge William Grot! goes aging; a national
ﬁend toward admitting such evidence. The cases involve a
junior high SC 00 teac er accused o raping a 13-year-old
student on a classroom ﬂoor 71/; years ago, and a man ac-

cused oi raping his daughter on her wedding eve in 1991.

Many Courts
that

have ruled

recovered

memories

are not scientifically
reliable.

A14 San Eranrisro Qﬁhmnirlc a a a ﬁ' ﬁ' NATION

Judge Disallows
Repressed Memories
Manchester, NH. — A New
Hampshire judge has ruled that
testimony derived from repressed
memories cannot be used in two
separate cases to prosecute two

men accused of rape because experts disagree on whether such
recollections are "scientifically reliable."
The judge, William Grotf of
Hillsborough Superior Court, issued his ruling Tuesday aftcr hearing more than a week of testimony

' from the accusers of the two men
and several experts in psychology
and psychiatry.
County Attorney Peter McDonough said yesterday that he would
appeal the ruling to the state Supreme Court because “you can
never go forward with a repressedmemory case if the decision
7 stands.”

‘ The proceedings and the ruling
were noteworthy. experts said, because rather than having a trial ju. ry decide the merits of a particular
recovered memory, as has been
the case in several trials around
~ the country. the judge had. in effect, put the concept of repressed

memory on trial and found it
wanting.

FRIDAY, MAY 26,1995
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‘liolly. confronted her‘fatherfl: d'
le'to createwild memok ‘3
,. 1th the sex abuse accusations éii-rieaia hurting allo society
3’ M

a hefoll
3 owing
' d ay. H er mother 1111' Wi D ,‘Alexander-Po
ediatelyjdivorcedhim,

e’avocalm
on: later lost his international :gj'xake tic of recovered memorie
s"l‘»&;4“§l;-

_.,‘

erapis'ts an Va3hospital,

13......

of Harvard"?d
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!dict means that the Jury33aw,what I’ve al-é} l3, 3 :that . buried. recollections’of child '6? ‘5 “Steven éold a practicing
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3:33 Hie3ex-wife}.‘Stephanie_'\Ramona,f’who‘2 3 :4 riticfbi'
nngton gsychologist and”; {note-careful in thosefcases deal-[1‘

wnth regressxon'and childhood I
ihad sided with their daughter,.23-yearg% ﬁeTforWﬁtm-wng
hat the
riday'P'ﬂ
memories of molestationé careful"
e 58’
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3
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ﬁlmed and was comforted by her attorneys. 3‘3
l'Dr.‘Richard Rose,» the—other defendantﬁi
{called it ‘fa very strange verdict.” ' '». mi» 443;;
I

l.'-.The jury voted 10-2‘on‘ the major mal-‘d
practice issues. Under California law, a '4
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MEMORY?
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.
‘family counselor Marche Isabella '
‘and psychiatrist Richard Rose —3

did their job pr0perly. The Weat- x.
tern Medical Center in Anaheim, t

éwhere some of the treatment took ,1

“77".“ Defendant Rose describedtheﬁ .
verdict as “strange."'

I‘ll :I‘There was no malpractice," he fig
(said. “The person who’s opinion 1331

'5 place, also was found negligent. ,3.
r5 * During the seven-week trial, g
jHolly Ramona testified for the de- 3

a important is Holly. She's continua;

é ed memory flashes that ranged a
i' from her father rubbing her thigh j,

1 loss of his job at the Robert Monda- ' ‘
rivi Winery :— where he earned :{

.' form a sex act on the family dog. 3
., She said she believes that the incl-.3

I end of his relationship .with his};

gingto get weli."tm') MI;

ifense and said she had experienc- ‘

.daughters’ allegations led to the“;

ito rape and being forced to per- I

a.

‘ $300,000 a year plus bonuses —. the ‘11

'

'

.A»

probability that it was‘ less likely

3 that (such acts) did happen,” said ,:

é future earn._ngs, ‘

gjury' foreman Thomas Dudum,_ I

Ethird party had no right to sue.
i
Some' of ‘ the nation's best:
.,

g" to reach a verdict. In a civil case, a i
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. a higher standard of proof “be-

yond a reasonable doubt." Ramonawas never criminally charged with
' assaulting his daughter.
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!: memories -— the concept that bur-§
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tymterday by Mary Riemersma, executive director of the California;
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. memories are the result of the de- 4’
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Miller said Fridayyafter the ac- ‘ the Faith Chapel church in Spring
I
‘quittal, that his ofﬁce continued to » Valley in 1,988 and 1989.“ , t“
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SAN DIEGO — Three days after J believe the nine children, who had

a former Sunday school teacher ' accused their former teacher of
was cleared in a controversial sexual abuse, torture and death
'
child abuse trial, h‘isbsupporters threats.

demanded an independent inves-
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After a seven-month trialwthie ; ”

Superior Court jury deliberated

seven hours before ﬁnding hif’n’in-

nocent.,4 Hal-was freed Friday
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tigation Monday into the district ossibilit that his offiCe mi ht ‘2
‘ :Akiki said he‘iha‘s aft, :détidéd Il
attorney’s handling of the case. «
charge Akiki’s wife, Sharon, and a
whether to 'file‘a civil lawsuit i
co-teacher with abuse
,
against prosecutors: He Was Jai ed . '
SuppOrters of Dale'Akiki, ‘36, a1:
,.
so called forthe resignation (of ‘ But Miller’s spokesman, Steve for 21/2‘ ears without bail: ‘ m
'i
1
Casey,
said
Monday
that,
after
a
District Attorney Edwin Miller Jr.
:V'Akiki’s supperters contend that l V
But a spokesman said Miller had review, the ofﬁce has decided no
Miller’s ofﬁcewas biased, never

1

I

no intention of resigning and
planned to run for re-election next
year.
i
» .

to Erosecute the women.
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Akiki was accused of molesting
the nine children, ages 8 and 4, at

thoroughly investigated the alle-

gations and withheld some evi- x

idence from a grandjury.

After Prosecutor's false charges were

vexEosed,

the Prosecutor then tried

to

retaliate against the falsely accused
man's wife.
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”My
GOT

NEE TO EEEE AT

SHE WAS EQLQ,

ANYTHING

,glgg NADEf

R.
Ur HIS STORY MHNTHS EARLIE

MW“, gwliﬂnXSk CLAIMED
1

HE 99? THE SEQBX.FROM ﬁéléiﬂéb
IT W}S lﬂRQéélﬁkE: NATASHA
éggggki To MAKE HER gg§9&2119%2
AND WAS
”O THEIR BRALNMASHING

gg§§;§_To TELL AﬁYQNﬁVANEHING.
TORY OF FRAMING
PISA HAS A EIS
.A; (m, .,mL—.__

1.0“...”

PEOPLE WITH Eggggggg TESTIMONY.
FISm$K WAS ﬁggp ‘3; CU; OF Hi:'
1mg
ALLOHOLLgi, fﬁNTXL :LLNbS
5fjgggmgxr TO URDVE WHTQT

7 . .BQBFRT PEEREWQE ‘10

‘SIOP 31m FROM

(IRRUPI SEE/AB AISC) EEAED IN GED/SE EARIGGRG
NJJIHHI EERE WERE MANY, RAE EQ REEnE/E RED EANED TO TAKE CARE 05' 11 YEAR OLD 'EALA,
SCIEAD AND HIS ﬁg:
EVSREmRs-RAEEEEEEEIMEEREELAME DIEGALLY LgIDWPED 11 YEAR OLD EMA,
ALE IIIIEACLLY PLACED
DEA. \v'I'JH cmEAc-m DEALS AME—ED WIIH HELEN/DEEMED m RELIED CIA__TRE__BY
SLHAAB'S (DUKE ('EE NVC).
IBIS WAS QIIID TRAFFICKIM} FOR PROFIT. EGMABFS ACIIIMIICE NELSON
IN 'IIIEIR RAQ<EIEERING SCAM WIIH FISK, m1,
RILHVIAN, BIC, ICIK WEE 20 IlEE INSURAME FOLII'IES (N GAIRE, MIKE
NEIBON 'IHEN KEPT IN HIS FEES (N CLAIRE.
NEISCN USED KIINAPE’II) IAN'IA'S NAME ED IBIS RAGEIEIQIDC C—ADEF
—I-«HIGI INDIA/ED MANY CURRUPI WEISS-{HAD
(N IIIE LIE INSURAM‘E FLICKS 111E? TLUC-UJI‘ ON (IAIRE PIERRE THE! E LIED
CLAIRE.

IN .SLHAAB‘S BFIBE) WRIIER’S m ”CHECKLIST EUR AREA?“ WRIIER EIACCO
AMTS THAT IHE DAY AFIER DOOM Emmy
MADE HERSEIE LIAIRE'S ACI'IURNEY‘, THEY EMEIAEEY SEREE TAKING our
LIFE INSLEIECE POLICIES ON gig. [THIS
EAG DEECEVE SHAVEVE'ISK'S ”MD" AND IS WHY SGMAB EEEE Em our
OF Es EMA. ILINESS, Amine REIEEEEJ

ms (ELM/E IRAEEQEE GE 1:1_YEAR OLD m3, AND l_8._XEAR OLD
WEE/A (WEB 11139 DIE“! .FO;.Y11‘;;:) IS
RAEEEEEG AE ~(EARNED CREE BY EDGE E Wig, AND IS IJJCUVENIID IN 'IHE w "EADESlDARK
SHJE Gama
211$" THE @ HAD ’IIIIS HDK {ARI’I‘IEN Er M E AIMEE 10 Egg; WY EE LAID
\(AS so Emmy EAEAAE
OE RES GIBBS RAEEEEREG AND THE MIRDERS BYLA_RD_"S FINESI‘ gﬁ.
(IRRUPI JOKE SCHAB PAD) NELSCN OVER $8.0LD.(,U).(XI IO KIIL CLAIRE
AND TO KEEP TANIA AS A HGXNER SO THEY COULD;
IJSE HER NAME 'IO COIIELT (N OVER 20 LIFE IIQSLRADKZE POLICIES IIIILY IIDK-OU
I‘ ON CLAIRE, KIA—IRE 'IHEY KIlLED HER.

AND CCRRUET JUIIE SGIAIAB BRIBEJ TEENS}; AITLIMY (BEN 10 BLCIK
AIL DEFENSE BY IxHTSIUFBIINﬂ mw< SO ’HEY
(IUD l IEIALLZ IMPRISCN' PM I0 810? HIM ERCM EURIHER EXREIN
C IHEIR ORGANIZED CRIME AND KIQGBAGG (N
317535 LINMCIS. IIIIS CRG/MZED CRIME (N CURIRACIS HAS GET MANY
LIVES AND MANY BHJJCDIS ilJE IO DISASIERS.

JUNE SCHAB AND HIS RAGEEEEIG GANG (RICE/IAN, um, FER, EEC.) HAVE VIOLAIED MANY FEDERA
L AND SEAIE LAWS.
AND VIEAEEE AIL WHEEL RIGHIS OF PEERDW AND HIS DAEDERS. AND VIOIAIEJ AIL 'EESEE
BLEER RAE.
MAW) HES W GAE. HAS CAUSED THE ME OF: P.E.R.B. JLEE m, DR. SIAI’IRO,
INVJEIICAIUR
EEERE2, (JAIRE EEEEIER, 1311)., AND REIAI AWE AISAINSI‘: WIJNESS M,
WINESS w, INVESIICAIOR “.22;

WVESITGMOR w, WESTIGAJOR,Q__1A, IIWESTIGAIOR SAILIEZ, WARE EERNXK, TANIA PERM, BIC, AND

mm_m AIL WI’INESSE‘S ’IO CEMIT PEPJURY AT SQEAB'S m 'IRIAL_S£AGE_‘D
1N VIOIAIICA OF 1mm
JEYARDY. AE w WIIH A m m ATIORNEY AND A RIGGED JLRY.
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